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ABSTRACT 

Austin, Brian Thomas, M.S., Department of Mechanical Engineering, College of 
Engineering and Architecture, North Dakota State University, May 2011. Numerical 
Simulation of a Direct Expansion Geothermal Heat Pump Using Carbon Dioxide in a 
Transcritical Cycle. Major Professor: Dr. Sumathy Krishnan. 

Many of the synthetic refrigerants used in heat pump and air conditioning 

systems are potent greenhouse gases. In light of the increasing concern regarding 

climate change, there has been an increased interest in natural refrigerants such as 

carbon dioxide which have a comparatively negligible impact on climate change. 

Direct expansion geothermal heat pumps require a very large volume of refrigerant, 

making the use of a natural refrigerant particularly beneficial from an environmental 

perspective. 

In this study a numerical model has been developed to analyze the steady state 

performance of a direct expansion geothermal heat pump water heater using carbon 

dioxide in a transcritical cycle. The system incorporates a compressor, a counter-flow 

gas cooler, an expansion device and a ground heat exchanger which is the system 

evaporator. The model was developed by means of thermodynamic, heat transfer and 

fluid flow analysis of each component of the system. A comparison between predicted 

component performance and experimental results available in the literature indicated 

that the simulation can provide a reasonably accurate representation of an actual 

system. Given this verification, the simulation was used to gain an understanding of 

the direct expansion CO2 geothermal heat pump's performance under varying design 
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and operating parameters. The salient parameters which were studied include: 

compressor speed, ground coil length, number of ground circuits and gas cooler 

length. The effect of monthly soil temperature variation was also investigated. 

The parametric study revealed several factors which are important for system 

optimization. First, at any given soil temperature an optimum mean evaporation 

temperature exists; even a small deviation from this optimum can have a significant 

impact on coefficient of performance. Another important factor is the number of 

evaporator circuits. Finally, the gas cooler and evaporator capacities were shown to 

have a large impact on performance; heat exchanger capacities should be matched for 

optimum performance. Utilizing the findings of the study, an optimized system was 

simulated and compared to the baseline. The optimized system achieved a coefficient 

of performance of 2.58, representing an 18% improvement over the baseline system. 

Heating capacity increased 17% to 12.3 kW. The study suggests that with further 

research and optimization, carbon dioxide can perform well in a direct expansion 

geothermal heat pump and is a suitable replacement for more environmentally 

degrading refrigerants. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. General Introduction 

Climate change has become a major issue for business, industry and the 

general populous. Debate on climate change typically focuses on carbon dioxide (CO2) 

emissions because, as the byproduct of fossil fuel combustion and many industrial 

processes, the amount of CO2 given off is so vast. Qualitatively, however, COz's impact 

on climate change is actually much smaller than many other atmospheric gases. 

Global warming potential (GWP) is a relative measure of the heat trapping effect of a 

gas in comparison to an equal mass of carbon dioxide over a given quantity of time in 

the atmosphere [1]. Many refrigerants used in air conditioning, refrigeration and heat 

pump systems today have GWPs more than one-thousand times greater than that of 

CO2 (Table 1). While the energy savings provided by heat pumps are beneficial in 

terms of mitigating climate change, continued use of these refrigerants is detrimental. 

Increasingly, refrigerants with high GWP are coming under scrutiny. The European 

Union, for instance, passed legislation in 2007 which will phase out refrigerants with 

GWP greater than 150 in mobile applications [2] [3]. 

Table 1. Global warming potential of various refrigerants 

Refrigerant CO2 R-407C R-410A R-22 Ammonia R134a R-404A 

GWP 1 1610 1725 1700 0 1300 3260 

Driven in part by these concerns, new refrigerants are being sought out and 

"old" refrigerants are being reinvestigated. Interestingly, carbon dioxide has shown 
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strong potential as a climate-friendly alternative refrigerant. CO2 is a non-toxic, non

flammable, natural substance with a low GWP and zero impact on the ozone layer. It 

is also inexpensive and readily available. Modern research on CO2 as a refrigerant 

began in 1990 when Lorentzen [4] proposed a transcritical refrigeration cycle. Since 

then, research has investigated a wide variety of CO2-based heat pump and air 

conditioning systems. These studies have led to improved efficiencies and even some 

commercialized systems; CO2 heat pump water heaters have been commercially 

available in Japan for nearly a decade [5][6]. 

One type of system which could stand to benefit from the use of CO2 is a direct 

expansion geothermal heat pump (DX-GHP). In a DX-GHP the refrigerant passes 

directly through the buried ground coils and evaporation occurs therein. This is 

distinct from a conventional geothermal heat pump which uses a secondary loop to 

absorb heat from the ground. Since the entire ground heat exchanger (GHX) is filled 

with refrigerant, several times more refrigerant is required than in a conventional 

heat pump. This large refrigerant charge makes the use of an environmentally benign 

refrigerant even more important. CO2's low cost, low environmental impact and 

particular thermophysical properties make it appropriate for this application. 

In the current study, a detailed theoretical model was developed for the 

purpose of analyzing a direct expansion transcritical CO2 geothermal heat pump. The 

model was developed based on the governing thermodynamic and heat transport 

equations pertaining to the four processes of the transcritical heat pump cycle. 

Accuracy of the model was verified through a comparison to published experimental 

data. Simulations were then carried out in order to investigate the impacts of various 
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design and operational parameters on the system performance and heat output. 

Parameters investigated include: compressor speed, evaporator tube diameter, 

evaporator coil length, number of evaporator circuits, mean evaporation temperature, 

degree of superheat, and the interrelation of evaporator and gas cooler lengths. 

1.2. System Description 

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the direct-expansion transcritical CO2 

geothermal heat pump (CGHP) being investigated in this study. The CGHP is analyzed 

for water heating under steady state operation for the winter conditions of Fargo, 

North Dakota. The CGHP incorporates four main system components: compressor, 

gas cooler, expansion valve and evaporator. System operation proceeds according to 

the principals of the transcritical heat pump cycle. 

Cold -..i-----==-=------l-.... Hot 
water Gas Cooler water 

Compressor 
CO2 
Flow 

IT] 

Ground Surface 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the system 
investigated in this study 
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The transcritical heat pump cycle is shown on the pressure-enthalpy diagram 

of Figure 2. To begin a cycle, heat is absorbed from the soil by evaporation of CO2 in 

the GHX which consists of multiple circuits connected in parallel. The CO2 vapor is 

then compressed to supercritical pressure, with a corresponding temperature rise. 

The high pressure, high temperature vapor then rejects heat to the water by single

phase supercritical cooling in the counter-flow gas cooler. Low temperature, high 

pressure CO2 then exits the gas cooler and is throttled to the evaporator pressure, 

thus completing the cycle. 

3 Gas cooling 2 
,::: 

Cl) 0 
I- 'tii 
::l (/) 
(/) Cl) 
(/) I-
Cl> Q. 
I- E 0.. 

0 
u 

4 Evaporation 

Specific Enthalpy 

Figure 2. P-h diagram of transcritical heat 
pump cycle 

1.3. Outline of Thesis 

The thesis is presented in six chapters. Following the introduction, Chapter 2 

proceeds with a review of the technologies which are integrated into the system being 

studied. Chapter 3 provides an outline of the study's objectives. Chapter Four gives a 

detailed description of the system analysis and the theoretical model development. 

Chapter 5 presents the simulation results including: the model validation, the 
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outcomes and implications of the parametric study, a comparison to refrigerant 

R410A, and an analysis of monthly system variation. The final chapter highlights the 

important findings of this study and proposes areas for future research. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The science and technology of a direct expansion geothermal heat pump using 

carbon dioxide in a transcritical cycle comes from various different fields of study. 

This chapter attempts to provide a basic understanding of each of these technologies 

and to address the more important technologies with a more in depth background 

and a review of relevant research. 

2.1. The Conventional Heat Pump Cycle 

The heat pump (HP) is not a new idea. The concept of a HP is often credited to 

Lord Kelvin, but he did not demonstrate the concept (7]. Heat pump and refrigeration 

cycles are essentially identical so the histories are closely linked; however, 

refrigeration was developed much earlier. The first commercial HP installation was in 

the Equitable Building of Portland, Oregon in 1948 (8]. 

Unlike combustion-based and electrical resistance heating systems, a heat 

pump does not generate heat; rather, heat is transferred from an external source (a 

heat sink) and delivered to the fluid which is being heated, typically air or water. The 

heat sink is usually outdoor air at the ambient temperature, and this type of system is 

referred to as an air-source heat pump. It is important to note that the heat source 

temperature is lower than the desired output temperature. 

The transfer of heat energy from low temperature to high temperature is 

accomplished via a working fluid (refrigerant) undergoing four thermodynamic 

processes in a cycle. As shown on the pressure-enthalpy diagram in Figure 3, these 
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processes are: evaporation, compression, condensation and expansion. Heat is 

absorbed from the heat sink by evaporation of the refrigerant. This low temperature 

vapor is then compressed to a higher pressure and temperature such that heat can be 

rejected to the heated fluid by condensation of the refrigerant. The high temperature 

liquid is then throttled to a low pressure and temperature in order to complete the 

cycle. As shown in Figure 4 a basic HP system consists of four components 

corresponding to each of the cycle processes. 

Q,) 
I-. 
:, 
Vl 
Vl 
Q,) 
I-. 

0... 

c:: _..,__.......,... __ __,.~-..,. 0 

Evaporation 

Specific Enthalpy 

Vl 
Vl 
Q,) 
I-. 
c.. 
E 
0 
u 

Figure 3. Pressure-Enthalpy diagram of heat 
pump cycle 

The energy required to drive a HP cycle is that which is input to the 

compressor. The beauty of a HP is that the delivered heat energy can be several times 

greater than the energy required by the compressor. The measure of a HP's efficiency 

is the coefficient of performance (COP) which is defined as follows: 

Heating Capacity 
COP=------

Power Input 
(1) 

where heating capacity is the rate at which heat is delivered by the HP. With COP 

values of 3 or even greater, a HP is much more efficient than an electrical resistance 

heater which can achieve a maximum COP of one. 
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Expansion 
Valve 

Heated Fluid 

<Jdelivered 

Condenser 

Compressor 

Evaporator 

<Jabsorbed 

Heat Sink 

Figure 4. Heat pump system diagram 

w 

The HP cycle discussed in this section is known as a subcritical cycle because 

the refrigerant temperature and pressure are below the critical temperature and 

pressure during the entire cycle. Observing Figure 3, critical temperature (Terit) and 

pressure (Perit) can be understood by noting that the critical point is located at the 

peak of the vapor dome. At the critical point the saturated liquid and saturated vapor 

states are identical [9], and the fluid is said to be in the supercritical-phase when both 

temperature and pressure are above this point 

Most refrigerants have a critical temperature that is well above the normal 

operating range of a heat pump or refrigeration cycle, and heat pumps using these 

refrigerants are designed to always operate in a subcritical manner. Carbon dioxide, 

on the other hand, has a very low Terit (31.1 °C) and therefore is used most effectively 

in a cycle where heat rejection occurs at temperatures and pressures greater than Tent 

and Pent• This is known as a transcritical cycle. 
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2.2. The Transcritical Heat Pump Cycle 

Similar to the conventional cycle, a transcritical HP cycle consists of four 

thermodynamic processes and heat absorption occurs through evaporation of the 

working fluid. However, in a transcritical cycle, the refrigerant vapor leaving the 

evaporator is compressed to a pressure and temperature greater than Tcrit and Pcrit

Because no condensation occurs in the supercritical region, heat rejection occurs by 

single phase (sensible) cooling, referred to as gas cooling. Figure 5 shows the 

transcritical heat pump cycle on a pressure-enthalpy diagram. Comparing Figure 5 

and Figure 3, it can be observed that the only distinction between the two cycles is the 

replacement of the condensing process with the gas cooling process. 

Gas cooling 

Q) 
I,.. 
::, 
Vl 
Vl 

Critical Pt. Q) 
I,.. 

0.. 

Evaporation 

Specific Enthalpy 

Figure 5. Pressure-Enthalpy diagram of a 
transcritical heat pump cycle 

c:: 
0 
Vl 
Vl 
Q) 
I,.. 

0. 
E 
0 u 

The benefit of a transcritical cycle can be understood by observing Figure 6 

which shows the heat of vaporization for CO2 at various temperatures [10]. The 

figure implies that as the condensing temperature nears Tcrit (31.1 °C) the amount of 

heat which can be rejected greatly decreases. Correspondingly, the amount of heat 
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which can be absorbed will also reduce. Thus, for a CO2 HP system operating 

subcritically, the maximum delivery temperature is unsuitably low. For refrigeration 

applications, the performance of an air-cooled, subcritical CO2 system decreases 

dramatically as ambient temperatures near T crit• In fact, performance degrades at a 

much lower ambient temperature because the condensing temperature must be 

greater than the ambient. When CO2 is instead used in a transcritical cycle, the heat 

rejection temperature can be increased, thus increasing the potential for heat pump 

applications and improving the performance in refrigeration applications. 

T (°C) hr2 (k}/kg) 

QJ 
t
::s 
V) 
V) 
QJ 
to.. hr8 

Specific Enthalpy 

T1=30 
T2=28 
T3=25 
T4=15 

Figure 6. P-h diagram showing change in heat of 
vaporization near Tcrit [10] 

60.6 
91.6 
119.6 
177.7 

The next section provides some background on the use of CO2 as a refrigerant 

including how its low critical temperature limited its usefulness and how the 

transcritical cycle has brought about new interest in CO2. 

2.3. Historical Use of CO2 as a Refrigerant 

Heat pump systems are closely related to refrigeration systems, but vapor 

compression cycles were developed for refrigeration long before the concept was 
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applied to heating. Likewise, refrigerant fluids were developed for refrigeration 

rather than heating. A detailed history of CO i's role in refrigeration development was 

given by Pearson (11]. 

In the modern naming scheme for refrigerants, CO2 has been given the label 

R744. Long before this label however, CO2 was being used in some of the first 

commercially viable vapor compression refrigeration systems. Other early 

refrigerants included ether, ammonia, sulfur dioxide and methyl chloride. CO2 was 

first used in a vapor compression refrigeration by Thaddeus Lowe in 1866. The high 

working pressures of CO2 were a hindrance to implementation, allowing ammonia 

and sulfur dioxide systems to become established first. Ammonia systems were 

generally efficient, but they were quite large and ammonia's toxic nature presented a 

safety hazard. In comparison, CO2 required more fuel and more robust components, 

but the systems were much smaller and CO2 leaks did not pose a health risk [11J. 

Due to the safety and compactness of CO2 systems, ships began to use CO2 for 

refrigeration in the 1880s and 90s, while on land ammonia was dominant. A further 

reason for the divergence of ammonia to land-based refrigeration and CO2 to marine 

systems relates to condensing temperature and means of condensing. As discussed 

in Section 2.2, the low critical temperature of CO2 results in decreased refrigeration 

capacity as condensing temperature near 31 ·c. CO2 was thus restricted to 

applications where river or sea water was available for cooling. Ammonia, on the 

other hand, could operate under a wider range of condenser temperatures, which 

allowed for the use of evaporative coolers when a body of water was unavailable (11]. 
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The land and sea trend continued into the early 1900s when ammonia's 

improved safety record and better manufacturing caused acceptance of ammonia 

refrigeration on ships. By the 1930s ammonia plants were preferred even at sea and 

the use of CO2 for refrigeration further decreased. The final demise of CO2 in 

refrigeration was caused by synthetic refrigerants. R12 and Rll were first 

introduced for commercial use in 1931 and 1932 [12]. They were non-toxic, non

flammable and operated efficiently over a range of temperatures. Synthetic 

refrigerants began to displace CO2 and by the 1950s and 60s came to dominate in all 

but industrial refrigeration systems. 

Interest in CO2 was renewed in the early 1990s in part due to the phase-out of 

ozone depleting refrigerants. Norwegian professor Gustav Lorentzen has received 

much of the credit for the new attention given to CO2, however, there were others 

studying CO2 at the same time. Lorentzen published a patent application for a trans

critical CO2 automotive air conditioning system in 1990 [4]. Lorentzen's transcritical 

cycle eliminates the problem of capacity and efficiency loss that subcritical systems 

have when operating with heat rejection temperatures near the critical point. 

Technological and manufacturing improvements make it possible now to achieve the 

high pressures required for transcritical operation. One of the first transcritical CO2 

systems was a prototype automotive air conditioning system built and tested by 

Lorentzen & Pettersen [13]. The system was further reported by Pettersen [14]. 

Performance was similar to that of an R12 system and encouraged the further 

development of the transcritical CO2 system. 
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Research into CO2 refrigeration, air-conditioning and heat pump systems 

continues, but some CO2 systems have already been successfully commercialized. For 

nearly a decade, transcritical CO2 heat pump water heaters have been commercially 

available in Japan. Introduced in 2001, over 1 million of the EcoCute water heaters 

had been sold by 2007 [5] and sales topped 2 million in October of 2009 [6]. Vending 

machines using a transcritical CO2 refrigeration cycle are becoming more common in 

Japan and throughout Europe. In December of 2009 The CocaCola Company 

announced it would phase out fluorinated refrigerants in all new vending machines 

by 2015, switching primarily to CO2 systems [15]. In addition, CO2 commonly serves 

as the low temperature refrigerant in cascade type industrial refrigeration systems, 

and CO2 is increasingly used as a secondary fluid in food display applications where 

harmful refrigerants must be kept separate for safety reasons [12]. 

2.4. Thermophysical Characteristics of CO2 

The performance of a heat pump system is impacted by the thermophysical 

properties of the refrigerant being used. In order to better understand the application 

of CO2 in transcritical heat pump systems, this section will provide an overview of 

some of the unique characteristics of CO2. 

As discussed in previous sections CO2 has a very low critical temperature, 

making it appropriate for use in a transcritical cycle. At the same time, the critical 

pressure of CO2 is quite high at 7.38 MPa. Furthermore, the entire CO2 HP cycle is 

characterized by high working pressures. The evaporator pressure for a CO2 heat 

pump is typically in the range of 2-5 MPa, while gas cooler pressure may be up to 
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15 MPa [16]. For comparison, the condenser pressure for R134a 0.13 MPa 

at S0°C [17]. 

High pressure presents design challenges, mainly in terms of compressor 

capability; however, today's manufacturing technologies allow production of 

compressors which can meet these demands [18]. In fact, the improved feasibility of 

the transcritical CO2 HP cycle is partly the result of improved compressor technology. 

The high working pressure leads to some favorable characteristics as well. 

High pressure results in a high vapor density, which corresponds with a high 

volumetric heating/refrigerating capacity. Thus, compared to other refrigerants, a 

smaller volumetric flow rate is required to achieve the same heat output, which in 

turn allows for smaller components and a more compact system overall [16][18]. 

The viscosity and thermal conductivity play an important role in determining 

the heat transfer characteristics of a refrigerant. Comparing CO2 and R134a at o·c, 

CO2's thermal conductivity is 20% greater at saturated liquid condition and 60% 

greater at saturated vapor condition. Comparing the viscosity of the two fluids at the 

same temperature, CO2's liquid viscosity is 40% lower and vapor values are 

similar [19]. These characteristics result in favorable heat transfer rates. 

Pressure drop in the evaporator causes a decrease in saturation temperature. 

This lowers the temperature at the evaporator outlet and reduces cycle efficiency. In 

light of this, the magnitude of the temperature decrease for a given pressure drop is 

an important factor for the evaporation process. Figure 7 helps illustrate this point. 

For CO2, ddTsat is significantly smaller than for other refrigerants. For example, at 0°C 
Psat 
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a 1 kPa decrease in pressure reduces the saturation temperature of CO2 by 0.01 °C 

while the same pressure drop causes the saturation temperature of R134a to 

decrease by 0.10°C [18) [20). 

p 

P1 
P2 

' ' ' ' ' ',, ',!1 
T2 ', '\ 
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.._ ______________ h 

Figure 7. P-h diagram illustrating the decrease 
in saturation temperature associated with a 
pressure drop through the evaporator 

To understand a refrigerant's behavior in a transcritical heat pump, the 

supercritical properties must be investigated as well. At supercritical pressures, CO2's 

property values vary rapidly with temperature in a region near the pseudo-critical 

temperature. The pseudo-critical temperature (T pc) is the temperature at which the 

specific heat reaches a maximum. Figure 8 shows the variation of specific heat ( cp) 

versus temperature for various pressures. As shown in the figure, for any pressure Cp 

reaches a maximum at a certain temperature. Furthermore, as the pressure increases 

this temperature increases and the maximum magnitude of cp decreases. 

Yang et al. [21) derived the following equation to calculate the Tpc: 

Tpc = -31.40 + 12.15P - 0.6927?2 + 0.03160?3 - 0.0007521?4 (2) 
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Figure 8. Variation of specific heat with temperature for 
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Figure 9 shows that density, thermal conductivity and viscosity also vary 

rapidly with temperature near T pc- These variations impact the ideal operating 

conditions of a transcritical HP. For example, the gas cooler should operate in a 

manner that takes advantage of the large specific heat near T pc- In addition, the rapid 

variation must be taken into consideration when modeling a supercritical process. 

Having laid out the basic principles of a transcritical heat pump systems and a 

background on the properties of use of CO2 as a refrigerant, the next sections will 

provide an overview on the performance and operating characteristics of the 

transcritical cycle including some of the relevant research. 

2.5. Transcritical CO2 Heat Pumps Fundamentals and Performance 

An important operating parameter for a transcritical heat pump is the heat 

rejection (gas cooler) pressure. Several authors [23-26] used simulation models to 

investigate the effects of gas cooler pressure. Findings consistently indicate that an 
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Figure 9. Supercritical property variation of CO2 with temperature [22] 

100 

optimum gas cooler pressure exists for a given gas cooler outlet temperature. As 

described by Kim et al. [18], this optimum pressure is due to the particular shape of 

the isotherms in the supercritical region. The effect can be understood by observing 

Figure 10. For a constant gas cooler outlet temperature, an increase in pressure will 

increase the amount of heat rejected (line 2-3). At the same time, the compressor 

work will also increase. The compressor work increases nearly linearly, but due to 

the shape of the isotherms, the amount of heat rejected increases rapidly at lower 
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pressures but then more slowly at high pressures. The net effect is that COP will 

increase up to a certain pressure beyond which it will decrease. Figure 11 further 

illustrates how the heat rejection pressure impacts heating capacity, compressor 

power and COP of a transcritical CO2 heat pump. 
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Figure 10. P-h diagram illustrating 
transcritical cycle and the effect of gas cooler 
pressure on heating capacity & COP [18] 
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Figure 11. Impacts of gas cooler pressure on 
compressor power, COP and heating capacity [16] 

Heat pumps are commonly used in both air heating and water heating 

applications, but in the case of the transcritical CO2 heat pump (TCHP), the particular 
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characteristics of the gas cooling process make the cycle better suited to water 

heating. Since heat transfer in the gas cooler occurs by sensible cooling, the 

temperature profile across the gas cooler is a continuous glide. This is distinct from 

the latent heat rejection of a condensing process as shown in Figure 12. The 

continuous temperature glide is advantageous for water heating because the water 

and CO2 temperature profiles can be closely matched, thus allowing for reduced 

entropy generation, improved heat exchanger effectiveness and smaller approach 

temperatures [27,28]. 
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Figure 12. Temperature profile for (a) condensation 
process; (b) supercritical gas cooling process 
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Various studies have shown that transcritical CO2 heat pump water heaters 

perform with high efficiency and retain acceptable performance even at low 

evaporating temperatures. The system built and tested by Neksa et al. [29] achieved a 

COP of up to 4.3 and could still attain a COP of 3.0 when evaporator temperature was 

reduced to -20°C. Anstett [30] reported on a high-volume test installation which 

delivered COP between 2.0 and 5.0. With an ambient temperature of -S°C the system 

delivered water at 70°C with a COP of 2.5. 
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White et al. [28] investigated a TCHP water heater for high temperature water 

heating. The experimental system delivered water at 90°C with a COP of 3.0. The 

limits of high temperature heating using CO2 and other refrigerants were analyzed by 

Sarkar et al. [31]. The study concluded that CO2 was not recommended for output 

temperatures greater than 200°C due to pressures greater than 20 MPa. In practice, 

the maximum feasible temperature is actually well below this value. 

Besides domestic (tap) water purposes, heated water may be used for space 

heating such as via hydronic floor heating. Floor heating generally requires a lower 

water-temperature than other types of hydronic heating. A combined domestic 

water/hydronic floor heating system was tested by Hihara [32] under various load 

conditions. Data was used to calculate a seasonal COP of 2. 7. 

The outlet temperature of the gas cooler has a large impact on the heating 

capacity and COP of a TCHP. The reason for this is illustrated in Figure 13, which 

shows that for a small decrease in gas cooler exit temperature there is a significant 

decrease in the outlet enthalpy. Thus a greater amount of heat can be rejected by the 

gas cooler. The temperature change also corresponds to a decrease in the enthalpy at 

the evaporator inlet, and thus more heat is absorbed by the evaporator. Meanwhile, 

the work required by the compressor remains unchanged. The net effect is an 

increase in COP. Figure 14 shows that for any gas cooler pressure, COP will increase 

as exit temperature decreases [18]. 

The preceding discussion leads to two conclusions for transcritical CO2 heat 

pump water heaters: (i) the gas cooler should be a counter-flow heat exchanger; 

(ii) system COP will improve as water inlet temperature decreases. A counter-flow 
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Figure 14. Effect of gas cooler exit temperature 
on COP of a transcritical cycle [18] 

heat exchanger will result in the lowest CO2 exit temperature and will maximize COP. 

Furthermore, a counter-flow heat exchanger also produces the greatest water exit 
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temperature. The benefit of lower water inlet temperature is due to the relationship 

between the CO2 outlet and water inlet temperatures in a counter-flow heat 

exchanger: as water inlet temperature decreases, CO2 outlet temperature decreases. 

This effect was shown in a simulation by Laipradit et al. {33]. 

The results of a test by Fernandez et al. {34] revealed that water reheating is 

less efficient than initial water heating. In the test, COPs were 30-40% higher when 

heating incoming water from 15 to 57°C than when reheating from 42 to 57°C. 

Cecchinato et al. {35] found similar results and concluded that a storage tank 

characterized by temperature stratification was superior to a mixed tank strategy 

since the cold water could be drawn from the bottom during reheating. 

Stene {36] sought to decrease the gas cooler outlet temperature, and thus 

increase COP, by partitioning the gas cooler to serve multiple loads: domestic water 

preheating, space heating and domestic water reheating. COP was greatest for 

combined mode operation and lowest for space heating only operation. This trend is 

opposite to that of a heat pump using a conventional refrigerant in which COP is best 

for space heating only and worst for dual mode. 

Sarkar et al. [22] theoretically analyzed a TCHP system designed for 

simultaneous heating and cooling of water. Any heat pump can be designed to deliver 

both hot and cold water simultaneously since the evaporator and condenser ( or gas 

cooler) are simultaneously absorbing heat and rejecting heat. This is a very efficient 

system for applications needing both hot and cold water (such as dairy operations). 

In a similar study Byrne et al. [37] found that a simultaneous TCHP system used 27% 

less electricity than two TCHPs serving the heating and cooling functions separately. 
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Another important parameter for TCHP systems is the refrigerant charge 

volume. Cho et al. (38] investigated the impacts of charge volume using an 

experimental system designed for cooling. COPcooling increased as charge volume 

increased to an optimum point. Beyond the optimum point, there is a slow reduction 

in COPcooling as the system becomes overcharged. Compared to other refrigerants, CO2 

performance was much more sensitive to under-charged conditions. 

A large number of studies have undertaken to improve heat pump 

performance by modifying the basic system components. A common modification of 

the basic transcritical CO2 heat pump system is the addition of a suction line heat 

exchanger (SLHX). An SLHX is a counter-flow heat exchanger which further reduces 

the temperature of the gas cooler exit fluid prior to expansion while simultaneously 

superheating the vapor exiting the evaporator. Figure 15 illustrates the system 

design. A TCHP simulation by Robinson and Groll (39] showed that the addition of an 

SLHX improved COP 7%. A simulation by Kim et al. [ 40] showed that as SLHX length 

Gas Cooler 

Expansion 
Valve 

Evaporator 

35· 38" 

SLHX 

o· 

Figure 15. Diagram of a heat pump with suction line heat 
exchanger (shown with sample temperatures for clarity) 
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increases the optimum gas cooler pressure decreases. Similar results were obtained 

by Chen and Gu [41] who reported that as SLHX effectiveness increases, the optimum 

pressure decreases and the COP increases. 

White et al. [28] compared the merits of using an SLHX versus simply 

increasing the gas cooler size. The COP was roughly equivalent for the two options, 

but the larger gas cooler delivered a 20% greater heating capacity. Mass flow rate 

and gas cooler pressure was also greater for the system with the large gas cooler. 

2.6. Comparison to Conventional Refrigerants 

Several studies compared the performance of CO2 heat pumps to analogous 

systems using other refrigerants [31,35,42,43]. Tamura et al. [42] tested an 

automotive TCHP designed to replace a unit using R134a. Under cooling operation, 

COPs of the two systems were equal. In heating mode, COP of the CO2 prototype was 

31% greater. The results obtained by Cecchinato et al. [35] also indicated similar 

performance between CO2 and R134a; however, the when incoming water 

temperature was decreased CO2 system was superior. 

The heat output and COP of air-to-air heat pumps using R410A and CO2 were 

compared by Richter et al. [43]. The CO2 system generally had lower COPs, but 

heating capacity was actually greater for most ambient temperatures. Furthermore, 

compared to R410A, heating capacity of the TCHP did not drop as dramatically when 

ambient temperatures decreased. 

2. 7. Relevant Heat Transfer Correlations 

The theoretical analysis of a transcritical CO2 heat pump system requires the 
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evaluation of CO2's heat transfer characteristics during supercritical cooling 

conditions and evaporation. Well established heat transfer correlations have been 

experimentally developed, which are commonly used for the prediction of heat 

transfer coefficients of various fluids including refrigerants. However, experimental 

studies have shown that many of these correlations do not predict the heat transfer 

coefficient for supercritical CO2 with sufficient accuracy. Likewise, many correlations 

commonly used to predict the evaporative or two-phase flow heat transfer do not 

match the results of experimental studies with CO2. The following sections will 

provide a brief overview of the heat transfer correlations which are applicable to CO2. 

2.7.1. Supercritical Heat Transfer 

The variation in viscosity, thermal conductivity, specific heat and density 

impacts the heat transfer and flow characteristics of CO2. These variations must be 

taken into account in heat transfer correlations for supercritical CO2 cooling. 

Early development of a supercritical heat transfer correlation for CO2 was 

conducted by Krasnoshchekov et al. [44] on turbulent flow, and Baskov et al. [45] 

later found that the correlation over-predicted their experimental results. Petrov & 

Popov [ 46] developed a new correlation by modifying an earlier Nusselt correlation of 

Petukhov & Popov [47]. 

More recently the subject of cooling supercritical CO2 heat transfer correlation 

in horizontal channels and microchannels has been investigated by several 

researchers [48-58]. Yoon et al. [ 48] conducted an experimental study to determine 

the heat transfer coefficient for CO2 flowing in a 7.73mm horizontal tube. Based on 
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the experimental results a new correlation was proposed which was a modification of 

the Baskov [45] correlation: 

( 

- )0.86 0.57 
Cp Pwall 

Nu :;:: 1.38 NUwall -- (--) 
Cp,wall Pb 

(3) 

The majority of heat transfer correlations developed for CO2 require 

properties to be evaluated at the bulk temperature and at the wall temperature, but in 

the theoretical evaluation of a heat exchanger the wall temperature is usually 

unknown. Yoon et al. [ 48] therefore derived a modification of the Dittus-Boelter [59] 

correlation which uses the bulk temperature and pseudo-critical temperature for 

property evaluation. In this correlation the supercritical region is divided into two 

temperature regions centered on Tp,. Evaluation proceeds according to the following 

equation: 

(4) 

(
p )1.6 
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Similarly, Oh & Son [22] also used the pseudo critical temperature to establish 

a two region correlation. The correlation is given as: 

Nu == 0.023Reg·7 Prf5 Cp,b 
( )

-3.S 

Cp,wall 
(5) 

( )

-46 
Pb 3.7 C b . 

Nu == 0.023Reg·6 Pr;-2 
(--) P, 

Pwall Cp,wall 

(6) 

where Tpc can be determined by: 

Tpc = -122.6 + 6.124? - 0.1657?2 + 0.017739?2
·5 - 0.000560?3 (7) 
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Pitta et al. (49] accounts for the property variation of supercritical CO2 by 

evaluating properties at the fluid bulk temperature and the wall temperature. The 

heat transfer is finally evaluated as an average of the values multiplied by the 

conductivity ratio as shown below: 

(8) 

Nuwan and Nu bulk are calculated by the correlation of Gnielinski [60] for turbulent flow: 

'(Re - 1000)Pr 
Nu= os 

1.07 + 12.7 (') . (Prf - 1) 

3000 $Re$ Sx106 
(9) 

The friction factor in the preceding equation is evaluated using the equation of 

Petukhov [61]: 

f = (0.79 · ln(Re) - 1.64)-2 3000 $ Re $ 5x106 (10) 

2.7.2. Evaporative Heat Transfer 

The heat transfer characteristics of CO2 during evaporation in a horizontal tube 

have been analyzed by several authors [62-70]. The results of the studies have 

typically concluded that the generalized correlations for heat transfer do not 

adequately predict the behavior of CO2. This has led some authors to develop new 

predictive correlations specifically for CO2. 

Mastullo et al. [71] compared experimental data to the pressure drop and heat 

transfer predicted by several correlations. The correlations of Cheng et al. [72] and 

Jung et al. [73,74] were found to most accurately predict the heat transfer coefficient 
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of CO2. The correlation of Jung et al. incorporates the effects of convective heat 

transfer and nucleate boiling heat transfer as given below: 

where <pis the nucleate boiling factor: 

<p = 4048X[i22B01.13 for Xtt < 1.0 

<p = 2 - o.1xf/6 B0 - 0.33 for 1 :5 Xu :5 5 

where Xn is the two-phase multiplier, 

and Bo is the boiling number, 

q 
Bo= G. htg 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

a5a in Eq. (11) is the nucleate pool boiling heat transfer coefficient of Stephan and 

Abdelsalam [75] calculated as: 

k q . bd o.745 P o.581 
asa = 207-t (--) (_fl_) Pr0.533 

bd k1Tsat P1 

where bd is the Bond number: 

( 
2<J )0.5 

bd = 0.0146{3 ( ) 
B Pt - Pg 

f3 is the liquid contact angle, set equal to the typical value for refrigerants 35·_ 

Returning again to Eq. (11), Fp is the heat transfer enhancement factor: 

1 0.85 

FP = 2.37 ( 0.29 + Xtt) 
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Finally, a1 is the convective heat transfer coefficient of the liquid portion of the flow 

which is evaluated based on the Dittus-Boelter [59] correlation: 

(19) 

2.8. Conventional Versus Direct Expansion Geothermal Systems 

A geothermal heat pump system is distinguished from an air-source system 

only by the heat sink from which thermal energy is being absorbed. The geothermal 

system absorbs heat from the soil, groundwater or surface water. This difference 

results in changes to the system design, but the heat pump cycle is identical to that of 

an air-source heat pump. 

Figure 16 shows a conventional, closed-loop geothermal heat pump. This type 

of system utilizes a series of vertical or, as shown, horizontal ground coils through 

which a liquid solution is pumped in order to absorb heat from the ground. This 

ground heat exchanger (GHX) is a closed, secondary loop which is separate from the 

actual heat pump (the primary loop) and requires its own pump to circulate the 

liquid. The heat absorbed by the GHX is delivered to the heat pump via an 

intermediate heat exchanger, which functions as the evaporator of the primary loop. 

The majority of geothermal heat pump systems in the U.S. are 'indirect' systems like 

the system just described [76]. 

An alternative to this arrangement is the direct expansion geothermal heat 

pump (DX-GHP) wherein the secondary loop, pump and intermediate heat exchanger 

are eliminated, and the refrigerant passes directly through the GHX. In a DX-GHP, 

heat absorption from the ground occurs by evaporation of the refrigerant directly in 
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the GHX. Figure 17 shows a schematic diagram of a DX-GHP. Differences between 

conventional and direct expansion systems can be observed by comparing Figure 16 

and Figure 17. 

Cold water •1 coienser J: Hot water 

Exp.t Primary Loop ~ -, 
alvet · 

ompressor 

Figure 16. Schematic diagram of a conventional 
geothermal heat pump 

2.9. Direct Expansion Geothermal Heat Pumps 

Some of the original research on geothermal heat pumps was based on direct 

expansion ground coils [77-79]. Since then, the majority of research has focused on 

indirect systems. Secondary loops became the conventional means of heat extraction 

from the ground due in part to the benefits of plastic tubing. Plastic tubing is low cost, 

relatively easy to install and allows for reliable, leak-proof joints, but it is much better 
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Figure 17. Schematic diagram of a direct-expansion 
geothermal heat pump 

suited to the low pressures of liquid pumping than the higher pressures of an 

evaporator [80]. Despite the dominance of indirect systems, various studies have 

investigated DX-GHPs, and the systems are actually relatively common in 

Austria [81,82]. Appendix A provides a table comparing the performance data from 

several experimental DX-GHP studies. 

Theoretically, a DX-GHP is more efficient than a conventional geothermal heat 

pump [82]. This is due to the elimination of the intermediate heat exchanger, which 

allows the evaporation temperature to more closely approach the soil temperature. 

In addition, energy consumption is further reduced in a DX-GHP by eliminating the 
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energy required by the secondary pump. The U.S. Energy Information Agency 

reported average COP of DX-GHPs manufactured in the U.S. as 4.2 while conventional 

systems had an average of 4.0 [76]. 

The evaporation process generally can be said to have higher heat transfer 

rates than the sensible heating of liquid in a ground heat exchanger. This factor 

combined with the improved efficiency of a direct expansion system can potentially 

result in shorter GHX lengths compared to a conventional system. One manufacturer 

of direct expansion systems reported a nominal coil length for vertically oriented GHX 

as 150 ft/ton compared to 250 ft/ton for indirect-type systems [83]. 

The copper tubing which is used in a DX-GHP has a much greater thermal 

conductivity than the plastic tubing used in the GHX of a conventional heat pump. 

This may be beneficial for the DX-GHP, but only marginally so, since by far the greater 

thermal resistance is that of the surrounding soil [86]. Furthermore, corrosion 

problems must be addressed for copper tubes, typically with exterior coatings. 

Perhaps most important though is the high cost of copper. Minea [85] estimated a 

7-10 year payback on period on his experimental system, but only if the cost of tubing 

could be reduced by 50% (tubing cost was not given, but the expense was partly due 

to import cost from Europe to Canada). The increased cost of copper tubing over 

plastic may be somewhat mitigated by reduced excavation costs due to decreased 

GHX size as compared to an indirect system. 

Wang et al. [84] found that the evaporation temperature in a DX-GHP was 

quite stable due to stable soil temperature. Hence, COP variation was mainly a 

function of condensing temperature. Goulburn & Fearon [86] concluded that the heat 
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extraction rate increases as the evaporation temperature decreases, but this also 

leads to a decrease in COP. They also concluded that if a constant heat extraction rate 

is desired, the evaporation temperature must decrease at the same rate as the 

surrounding soil temperature. 

Refrigerant distribution in the GHX circuits can be a problem which leads to 

different heat extraction rates and different evaporation temperatures among the 

circuits. In a test of a DX-GHP with three vertical circuits Wang et al. [84] found a 

difference of 10.9"C between the outlet temperatures of the circuits. Many factors 

may contribute to un-even distribution of refrigerant: header design, couplings, 

header length between circuits, differences in soil temperature. 

The length of the GHX tubes is significantly greater than the evaporator tubes 

of an air-source heat pump. This leads to increased frictional pressure drop, which 

also reduces evaporation temperature. Wang et al. [84] measured an average 

pressure drop of 160 kPa in 30 m U-tube coils (total length 60m); this corresponded 

to a temperature drop of 11. 7°C across the evaporator. 

Pressure drop can be reduced while also maintaining the heat extraction 

capacity by decreasing the length of each circuit but increasing the number of circuits. 

Several authors [82,84,86] expressed the importance of maintaining a low refrigerant 

velocity in order to reduce the pressure drop across the evaporator. Refrigerant 

maldistribution and system instabilities have also been attributed to increased 

pressure drop [84]. Velocity can be reduced by increasing tube diameter, but this 

increases refrigerant charge. In addition, Goulburn & Fearon [86] stated that if tube 

diameter is too large oil return to the compressor is problematic. 
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Oil return can be problematic in general for DX-GHPs. Oil, which has carried 

over from the compressor, comes out of the solution and builds up in the evaporator 

when the refrigerant becomes vapor [86]. This issue may be reduced by maintaining 

a "wet" condition in the evaporator [82], in other words operating such that 

evaporation is occurring over as much of the coil length as possible. The refrigerant 

will thus have very little superheat and will be more likely to carry the oil back to the 

evaporator. 

Johnson et al. [87] found that expansion and contraction of the GHX tubes can 

lead to air gaps and poor contact with the soil, with the effect of reduced heat transfer. 

This issue is worse in the case of summer ( cooling) operation. Dryout of the soil in 

summer can also reduce thermal conductivity. In dry locations, a means of 

maintaining soil moisture content during summer operation may be required [88]. 

The use of refrigerant directly in the ground heat exchanger also presents 

some pollution risks. The potential for system leaks is legitimate, and this creates a 

risk of groundwater contamination [84]. In addition, since the entire GHX must be 

filled with refrigerant, the charge volume may be as much as ten times greater than a 

conventional geothermal system [89]. As mentioned in the introduction, many 

refrigerants have a high GWP, thus the additional refrigerant only to exacerbate the 

climate change risk. Increased refrigerant also adds to the initial system cost. 

2.10. Heat Transfer in the Vicinity of the Ground Heat Exchanger 

The performance of any geothermal heat pump is significantly impacted by soil 

temperature and soil thermal conductivity. Soil temperature varies with location, 
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depth and season. Horizontally oriented ground heat exchanger coils in the area 

around Fargo, ND are typically buried 2 - 3.5 m deep (90). At 2 m, soil temperature 

fluctuates seasonally from around 3.9 to 13.3°C (91). There is a time lag between 

seasonal ambient peak temperature and soil peak temperature. Soil temperature at 

this depth in Fargo achieves its maximum in mid-September; the minimum is reached 

in early April. 

In addition to the seasonal temperature change, operation of a geothermal heat 

pump will significantly impact the temperature of the soil surrounding the GHX. As 

heat is extracted from the ground, soil temperature will decrease as the heating 

season progresses. This means, COP will be very high early in the heating season and 

will decrease over the course of the heating season. 

Heat transfer in the ground is impacted by many factors including: soil 

composition, water content, soil freezing, and advection of moisture. Increased water 

content generally improves the soil conductivity as does freezing (92). Freezing can 

also potentially be advantageous as since some of the latent heat given off by the 

freezing will be absorbed by the GHX (80J. Moisture advection is very beneficial since 

warm moisture in the soil will replace that which is cooled by the GHX. 

Given the many factors affecting heat transfer in the soil, accurate prediction of 

heat transfer surrounding the GHX is a complex problem. The most common 

analytical methods of modeling heat transfer surround a tube utilize Kelvin line 

source theory and cylindrical source theory (93J. In the line source model heat 

transfer to the evaporator tube is approximated by considering the heat flux to be 

applied to line at the center of the tube. In the cylindrical model the heat flux is 
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applied on the surface of a cylinder. In both methods: the heat transfer rate per 

meter length is considered constant; the tube is considered to be embedded within an 

infinite or semi-infinite medium with a uniform initial temperature and constant far 

field temperature; and the temperature distribution (and hence heat flux) is 

considered axisymmetric [94]. Mei [80} points out some issues with these models: 

the magnitude of the heat flux must be estimated; the ground temperature is not 

uniform; the temperature of the fluid in the coil is not constant, thus the heat flux 

along the length of the coil will not be uniform. Despite these shortcomings, line and 

cylinder source theory are the basis for many models, and many different 

modifications have been made on the basic line and cylinder source models. 

Mei [80] developed a 2-D model with radially symmetric temperature profile 

in order analyze the effects of soil freezing around a ground coil under the following 

assumptions: 

1. the soil is homogeneous 

2. the soil thermal properties are constant but not necessarily identical in 

the frozen and non-frozen regions 

3. the fluid temperature and velocity are uniform at any coil cross section 

4. the coil is buried deep enough that the distance between the ground 

surface and the coil can be considered as far field 

5. only a single coil is in the ground 

6. the effect of ground temperature variation happens only at far-field and 

at the coil burial depth and the effect is radially symmetrical 
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Models that do not consider axisymmetric heat flux have also been developed. 

Demir et al. [93] and Esen et al. [95] developed similar numerical models which 

considered 2-D conduction surrounding the coil by finite difference methodology. 

The soil was discreetized out to a distance considered to have a constant far-field 

temperature. Finite element software has also been used for similar treatment of the 

problem. Pulat et al. [96] used finite element software to consider the thermal 

interaction of adjacent coils in the ground. 
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3. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

From the literature, several observations have been made: (i) CO2 is a 

refrigerant with low environmental impact (ii) technology has advanced to a point 

where transcritical CO2 heat pumps can deliver performance similar to that of heat 

pumps using conventional refrigerants (iii) direct expansion geothermal heat pumps 

may perform with efficiencies superior to that of a conventional heat pump (iv) use of 

DX-GHPs is hindered in part by large refrigerant charge, design issues related to 

evaporator pressure drop and risk of groundwater contamination. 

In light of these observations, this study investigates the potential benefit of a 

system which merges the two technologies by theoretically analyzing a direct

expansion transcritical geothermal heat pump using CO2. The objectives of the study 

are: (i) to conduct an in depth thermodynamic analysis of the system under 

consideration; (ii) to apply said analysis in the development of a numerical model 

representing the system's steady state operation; (iii) to simulate the performance of 

the DX-CGHP using the numerical model; (iv) to investigate the performance impacts 

of system design and operating parameters and to understand the relative 

importance of these parameters; (v) to suggest design optimizations based on the 

findings of the parametric study; (vi) to gain insights regarding the applicability of 

CO2 in DX-GHPs; (vii) to understand the evaporative pressure drop characteristics of 

CO2 in the ground heat exchanger coils. 
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4. THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the direct expansion transcritical CO2 

geothermal heat pump system being studied. The performance and efficiency of the 

components and the system as a whole are analyzed using a steady state simulation 

model. Development of the model begins with a detailed thermodynamic analysis of 

the cycle, which proceeds by consideration of each process of the system individually. 

Figure 2 shows the four processes of the cycle - compression, gas cooling, expansion 

and evaporation - on a p-h diagram. Each process of the cycle must conform to the 

First Law of Thermodynamics. Hence the analysis begins by detailing the 1st Law 

energy balance equations for each process, where the component corresponding with 

each process can be treated as a control volume. Using the control volume approach, 

the generalized 1st Law Energy Balance is as follows: 

(20) 

Assuming: 

(i) the system is operating under steady state conditions 

(ii) changes in kinetic and potential energy are negligible 

The energy balance for each process of the cycle reduces to: 

(21) 

In both of the heat exchangers determination of the heat transfer rate in the 

above equation requires an analysis of the heat transfer characteristics. In of the case 
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Figure 2. P-h diagram of cycle under 
investigation in this study 

of the gas cooler, heat transfer coefficients are needed for CO2 and water. In the case 

of the evaporator, analysis requires heat transfer coefficient of CO2 and the flux 
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characteristics of the surrounding soil. Heat transfer coefficients of the fluids are 

estimated using the Nusselt relationship shown below: 

Nu·k 
a=--

d 
(22) 

where Nu is evaluated using the appropriate empirical correlations available from the 

literature. Heat transfer in the ground is based on a simplified thermal model of the 

surround soil. It is also important to analyze the effect of pressure drop of CO2 in the 

heat exchangers. Pressure drop is estimated using friction factor correlations 

available in the literature. Both pressure drop and heat transfer are evaluated based 

on the assumption that all tubing is smooth. 

As shown in Figure 2, the end state of CO2 in each process of the cycle is equal 

the beginning state of the next process. This condition is also true for the simulation 

model based on the assumption that heat loss and pressure drop in connecting tubes 

between system components is negligible. 

In the following sections the theoretical analysis of each component will be 

detailed. The numerical subscripts in the equations correspond with numbers shown 

in Figure 2. 

4.1. Compression Process 

The compressor drives the heat pump cycle and determines the CO2 flow rate 

for the system. The analysis proceeds by defining the compressor as a control volume 

and defining the 1st Law energy balance. 

(23) 
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In developing the thermodynamic model of the compressor, it is helpful to first 

define some compressor efficiencies. As shown in the following equation, mechanical 

efficiency specifies the portion of the input power which does work on the fluid. 

Work Done on Fluid 
7/mech = Work Input 

:;:: 
Wcomp - Q loss 

Volumetric efficiency is given as: 

Actual Volumetric Flowrate V 
7/vol :;:: Theoretical Volumetric Flowrate:;:: (N · Vs) 

I sen tropic efficiency can be calculated by: 

7/s = 
lsentropic Enthalpy Change 

Actual Enthalpy Change 

Total efficiency takes into account both isentropic and mechanical efficiencies. 

T/tot :;:: T/s · T/mech 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

The five preceding equations are sufficient to fully analyze the compressor. In 

the simulation, the outlet temperature, mass flow rate and required power must be 

determined. The known quantities include the temperature and pressure at the 

compressor inlet and the pressure at the compressor outlet. In addition, the 

compressor's total, volumetric and mechanical efficiencies are assumed to correspond 

with the correlations developed by Oritz, Li & Groll (97] for CO2. The efficiencies are 

calculated as functions of the compression ratio as shown in the following equations: 

( P2
) (P2

)

2 

(P2
)

3 

(P2
)

4 

T/tot = -0.26 + 0.7952 Pi - 0.2803 Pi + 0.0414 Pi - 0.0022 Pi (28) 

(P2
) (P2

)

2 

TJvol = 0.9207 - 0.0756 Pi + 0.0018 Pi (29) 
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(P2
) (P2 )

2 

Tfmeeh = 0.9083 - 0.0884 Pi + 0.0051 Pi 
(30) 

Solution proceeds by manipulation of Equations (23-27). Thermal losses of 

the compressor are calculated by rearranging Eq. (24) as follows: 

(31) 

By combining Eq. (23), (27) & (31) the compressor power can be calculated by: 

(32) 

me can be evaluated using: 

me = Vs ' T/vol • N ' P1 (33) 

where Vs is the swept volume, N is the compressor speed and p1 is the suction density. 

The outlet enthalpy in Eq. (23) can then be solved using the quantities determined in 

the preceding equations. 

(34) 

Finally, T2 can be determined since it is a function of h2 and P2. 

4.2. Gas Cooler 

The gas cooler is modeled as a counter-flow, concentric-tube heat exchanger with CO2 

flowing in the inner tube and water flowing through the outer annulus. Heat loss to 

the surroundings is assumed to be negligible, and as with all heat exchangers, W is 

zero. Thus the l51 Law energy balance for the gas cooler reduces to: 
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(35) 

Hence the rate of enthalpy change for the two fluids is equal in magnitude but 

opposite in sign. Furthermore, the rate of enthalpy change is equivalent to the 

internal heat transfer rate between the two fluids. This heat transfer rate can be 

calculated by the effectiveness-NTU method for counter-flow as follows: 

(36) 

where Cm;n is the smaller heat capacity rate of the two fluids in the gas cooler, and the 

effectiveness is calculated for counter-flow by: 

1- exp[-NTU(l - R)] 
€= 

1 - C * exp[-NTU(l - R)] 
(37) 

The Number of Transfer Units in Eq (37) is calculated by, 

UA 
NTU=-

Cmin 
(38) 

and 

Cmin 
(39) R=--

Cmax 

The overall heat conductance, UA, is calculated by the inverse sum of the resistivity 

values, which for the gas cooler are: the convective resistance of CO2, conductive 

resistance of the tube-wall and convective resistance of water. The equation is as 

follows: 

(40) 
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The two unknown parameters in Eq. ( 40) are the CO2-side heat transfer coefficient, 

a,, and the water-side heat transfer coefficient, aw. Estimation of the heat transfer 

coefficients is by the appropriate heat transfer correlations. 

The water-side heat transfer coefficient is predicted by the Nusselt 

relationship using a correction factor for annular flow as suggested by Petukhov & 

Roizen [97]: 

d · - 0.16 

CF= 0.86(f) 
0 

Nu is evaluated by the well known Gnielinski [60] correlation for turbulent flow. The 

correlation was given in Eq. (9) and repeated here for convenience. 

3000 $Re$ Sx106 
(9) 

The friction factor is calculated using Pehtukhov [61] as shown below: 

f = (0.79 · In(Re) - 1.64)-2 3000 $Re$ Sx106 (10) 

As described in Section 2.7.1, the heat transfer characteristics of supercritical 

CO2 have been studied extensively and various correlations have been developed for 

supercritical CO2 cooling in a horizontal tube. In this analysis the Nusselt correlation 

of Pitla et al. [49] is used to evaluate the CO2 heat transfer coefficient in the gas cooler. 

The equation is repeated here: 

(8) 
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It should be noted that under certain operating conditions CO2 may cool to subcritical 

temperatures in a short portion of the gas cooler. Despite this, the above correlation 

is assumed to be applicable throughout the gas cooler. 

The water-side pressure drop is assumed as negligible since the fluid is 

incompressible and the mass flux is relatively low. Water properties are evaluated at 

a pressure of 1 atmosphere. 

Frictional pressure drop of CO2 cannot be neglected. LlP is calculated using a 

Darcy friction factor as shown below: 

(42) 

where friction factor is estimated using the correlation of Blasius [99] for turbulent 

flow in a smooth tube. 

0.316 
f - -- for 2300 $ Re $ 2 x 104 

- Re1/4 

0.184 4 
f = ~ 15 for Re ~ 2 x 10 

Re 

(43) 

(44) 

Having developed the theory necessary to analyze the gas cooler, the method 

of analysis must be addressed. In the simulation, the water inlet-temperature is 

specified and is assumed to be constant. The CO2 inlet temperature and pressure are 

also known since they correspond to the outlet of the compressor. Mass flow rates of 

both fluids are also known. Ultimately, the exit temperatures of both fluids must be 

determined. 

Certain heat exchanger applications allow for reasonable accuracy through a 

simple evaluation of an overall heat transfer coefficient. In the case of the CO2 gas 
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cooler, heat transfer is highly non-linear and this method is not reasonable. To 

improve accuracy and to account for the rapid change in properties through the 

supercritical region, the gas cooler is discreetized along its length into finite control 

volumes. Each control volume is then analyzed as an independent, finite heat 

exchanger using the theory outlined above. Figure 18 illustrates a single control 

volume element of the gas cooler along with the numbering-convention used in the 

description. 

( 

H20 

~1 i ~1 
Figure 18. Single control volume element 
of gas cooler with numbering convention 

By using small control volumes, the properties can be considered constant 

throughout the element. This allows equation (38) to be modified for constant 

specific heat as follows: 
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. (Ti Ti+l) - . (r.i r,Hl) mcCp,c c - c - mwCp,w w - w 

(45) 

The properties required for the solution (specific heat, viscosity, thermal conductivity, 

density) are evaluated using the REFPROP 8.0 [10] software package. Water 

properties are evaluated at TJ and Patm; CO2 bulk properties are evaluated at Tj & PJ; 

and CO2 wall properties at T/wall & Pj. 

The method proceeds for each element as follows. An inner wall temperature 

is initially estimated based on CO2 and water temperatures. CO2-side and water-side 

heat transfer coefficients are then calculated which subsequently allows for the 

evaluation of the overall heat transfer rate, </, in the element. To check the validity of 

the wall temperature estimation, the inner wall temperature is then calculated as 

follows: 

(r,i ) _Ti_ 
wall calc - c 

(46) 

If the calculated and estimated values of T wall are not equal, T wan is updated and the 

process repeats until the values agree within a specified tolerance. Iteration proceeds 

by the Secant Method which will be described in Section 0. Once the wall temperature 

is known, € and NTU can be calculated, and ultimately rJ+1, rj+1 & pJ+1 can be 

determined by combining Eqs. (35) & ( 45). Finally, these values are passed on to the 

next element and the procedure repeats until the heat exchanger outlet conditions are 

obtained. A flow diagram of the procedure is shown in Figure 19. 

Turning again to the overall gas cooler, it can be observed that the water exit 

temperature is unknown. Since volume element calculations begin at the CO2-inlet, 
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.----Calculate CO2 heat transfer coefficient 
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I Update 
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Calculate segment heat transfer rate 
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No 

Calculate inner wall temperature 
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Calculate Tj+1, p)+1 and rJ,+1 

Output values to next 
element 

Figure 19. Flow diagram of solution procedure for 
individual volume elements in gas cooler 

this means that T~ is unknown. To account for this, an initial value of T w,e, is 

estimated and temperatures across the gas cooler are solved using the procedure 

described above. The water inlet temperature determined by this estimate is then 

compared to the actual value. If the error is greater than a specified tolerance, T w,e is 

updated and the procedure repeats. The new value of T w,e is evaluated using the 

Secant Method. The process flow for the gas cooling model is shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20. Process flow diagram for gas cooling model 

4.3. Expansion Process 

The expansion device in a CGHP controls the mass flow rate of CO2 and the 

pressure drop as the fluid is throttled from the gas cooler pressure to the evaporator 

pressure. No work is done during throttling, and conventionally, the process is 

assumed to be adiabatic. The energy balance therefore reduces to h3 = h4 , and thus 

the process is isenthalpic. 

4.4. Evaporator 

The analysis of the evaporation process begins by defining the fluid inside the 

evaporator tube as the control volume. Unlike the gas cooler, the evaporator is not 

adiabatic but is receiving heat from the surrounding soil, and this heat transfer must 

be included in the analysis. Since there is no work done, the first law energy balance 

can be reduced to the form shown in Eq. 47. 

so 



(47) 

The rate of heat transfer from the soil can be calculated by the log mean temperature 

difference method: 

(48) 

In the above equation UA is calculated as the inverse sum of the resistivity terms 

which are: CO2 convective resistance, conductive resistance of tube-wall and 

conductive resistance of soil within a 1 m radius of the coil's center. The equation is 

as follows: 

( 

d ( 2) )-
1 

1 In (t,-) In d 
UA = --+ l + 0 

acAc 2rr(t1L)kwall 2rr(f1L)ksoil 
(49) 

Within the evaporator, two flow-regions exist: the two-phase flow region and 

the superheated vapor region. Different heat transfer and pressure drop correlations 

are utilized to predict performance in the two distinct regions. In the two-phase 

region, the heat transfer coefficient is evaluated using the correlation of 

Jung et al. [73,74] as described in Section 2.7.2 and repeated here. 

Pressure drop in the two phase region is calculated as follows: 

. -f ci z 
flpi = 2/io -d -¢10 

i Pl 

(11) 

(SO) 

where fi.0 is the liquid-only Fanning friction factor, which is evaluated by treating the 

entire flow as liquid and calculated utilizing the Blasius [99] correlation as shown in 
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Eq. (51). ¢ 10 is the liquid-only two-phase multiplier calculated using the correlation 

proposed by McAdams et al. (100] as indicated in Eq. (52). The correlation is 

applicable for flows in which both the two-phase flow and the entire flow as liquid are 

turbulent. 

0.0791 
fto = R 0 _25 Re ~ 2300 

eto 
(51) 

(52) 

In the vapor-only region of the evaporator, heat transfer coefficients are 

calculated using the correlations of Gnielinski [60] and Petukhov [61] given 

previously by Eqs. (9) & (10) respectively. Pressure drop is calculated using the 

Fanning friction factor correlation of Blasius [99] as shown previously in Eq. (51), 

however in this case Reynolds number is calculated for vapor properties. 

An important parameter is the degree of superheat at the evaporator exit. The 

degree of superheat is the difference between COi's exit temperature and the 

saturated vapor temperature at the exit pressure. 

(53) 

In this study, evaporator exit temperature, pressure and superheat are known, 

and the model is developed to determine the CO2 inlet temperature and pressure. 

Similar to the gas cooling process, the evaporator is divided into finite control volume 

elements in order to improve the accuracy of property evaluation and to capture the 

non-linearity of the heat transfer process. Again, the properties are evaluated based 
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on the known fluid state for an element (the outlet state in this case) and the inlet 

temperature and pressure are determined. 

Calculation is slightly different in the vapor and two-phase regions. In the 

vapor region, pressure and temperature are independent and must be calculated 

separately using the theory outline above. In the two-phase region, Tsat and Psat are 

related; hence for a particular element pj+ 1 is evaluated first which can then be used 

to determine rj+ 1 . 

4.5. Soil Heat Transfer 

In this study, heat transfer in the soil surrounding the evaporator is modeled 

using the method of Mei [80] as outlined in Section 2.10 with some modification. 

The model considers conduction to be 2-D only and the temperature distribution to 

be radially symmetric in the soil immediately surrounding the tube. Figure 21 

illustrates the temperature distribution in the soil under the following simplifying 

assumptions: 

1. soil thermal conductivity is uniform and constant 

2. heat conduction parallel to the ground coils is negligible and the temperature 

profile in the surrounding soil is radially symmetric to a radius of 1 m 

3. the temperature profile does not vary along the length of the coil 

4. the soil temperature at a 1 m radius is constant and is considered to be equal 

to the undisturbed soil temperature at the coil burial depth [101] 

5. thermal interaction between adjacent coils is negligible 

6. contact resistance between the coil and the soil is negligible 
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Assumption 4 is a modification of the method of Mei [80] based on the experimental 

measurements of Freund & Whitlow [101] which found that the thermal effects of a 

ground coil did not extend beyond 1 m. 

Ground Surface T6>Ts>T4 etc. 

-----t------------T1 

Tz 

Figure 21. Assumed soil temperature distribution of 
the model 

4.6. Cycle Performance and Thermal Efficiency 

The preceding sections have focused on individual components of the CGHP. 

In this section, the system-level performance is addressed. At the system-level, a heat 

pump is evaluated by its thermal efficiency and by its rate of heat delivery (heating 

capacity). In general terms, thermal efficiency is defined as 

= [Desired Output Energy] 
11 Energy Input 

(54) 

In the case of a heat pump the desired output is the heat rejected, the input is the 

compressor work, and this ratio is generally greater than one. To distinguish this 

from the decimal efficiency of a power cycle, heat pump efficiency is given the label of 

Coefficient of Performance as described in the Introduction. Using the component 
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inlet and outlet states determined by the simulation the coefficient of performance is 

given by: 

(55) 

and the heating capacity is calculated as follows: 

(56) 

Since the CGHP system is being investigated for the purpose of water heating, the 

output could also be evaluated from the perspective of amount of hot water delivered, 

or hot water delivery temperature. However, since the gas cooler is assumed to be 

adiabatic, the energy gained by the water is equal to the energy rejected by CO2. 

4. 7. Secant Method 

The Secant Method is an iterative root finding technique which uses a linear 

interpolation technique to estimate the root of a function [102]. Figure 22 shows the 

iterative procedure using the simulation model's evaluation of Pz as a sample. The 

function's derivative is approximated as shown below: 

(57) 

The root of the function is obtained through iteration, where the next prediction for 

the root is calculated as follows: 

(58) 
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Figure 22. Flow diagram of Secant Method 
iteration procedure using P2 solution as a 
sample 

Equation (58) reveals that in the Secant Method two values are needed to evaluate the 

next value of x. Hence, two initial guesses are required to begin the procedure. The 

Secant Method converges quadratically, but convergence is not guaranteed (102]. 
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4.8. Error Analysis 

In order to compare the simulation results to the experimental work of 

previous studies a method of error accounting must be defined. In all comparisons 

the mean absolute deviation is used. Mean absolute deviation (%) is defined as: 

(59) 

where Xi is the theoretical value of the ith data point, Zi is the experimental value of the 

data point and n is the total number of data points. The mean absolute deviation 

provides a means to evaluate how well the predicted values of the simulation agree 

with the experimental values of previous studies. 

4. 9. Refinement of Heat Exchanger Control Volume Elements 

The division or discreetization of the heat exchangers ( evaporator & gas 

cooler) into finite control volume elements improves the accuracy of the simulation. 

In order to determine the appropriate element length, a refinement was performed on 

both heat exchangers separately. The evaporator refinement procedure consisted of 

running the full simulation with successively smaller evaporator control volume 

elements. The relative changes in the output parameters were then evaluated. Gas 

cooler refinement proceeded in like fashion. 

The appropriate control volume element length was selected at the value for 

which further refinement produced insignificant change in output parameters. The 

refinement process resulted in a gas cooler control volume element length of 0.lm, 

and an evaporator element length of O.Sm. It is reasonable that the evaporator 

element length is much longer than that of the gas cooler since: (i) heat flux is lower 
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in the evaporator; (ii) variation in property values and heat transfer characteristics 

are less dramatic in the evaporator; (iii) mass flux is lower in the evaporator. 
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5. PARAMETRIC STUDIES 

5.1. Simulation of the System 

Utilizing the theory and methods developed in Chapter 4, a computer code was 

written using MATLAB software to simulate the performance characteristics of the 

CGHP system. The MATLAB code is presented in Appendix B. The simulation 

approximates the system's steady state operating conditions based on design and 

operating parameters determined by the user. The operating parameters which are 

input at the start of a simulation include: compressor speed, degree of superheat at 

the evaporator outlet, soil temperature, water inlet temperature and water flow rate. 

In addition, design parameters such as the HX geometries may be adjusted. All of 

these values remain constant throughout a simulation. 

A heat pump system maintains steady state operation by adjusting the ratio 

between gas cooler ( or condenser) and evaporator pressure. In a geothermal heat 

pump, the evaporation temperature and pressure remain relatively constant in the 

short-term since the ground temperature varies gradually over the heating season. In 

light of this, it is appropriate in the simulation to maintain constant evaporator 

pressure and to attain stead state operation by varying the gas cooler inlet 

pressure (P2). To summarize, P1 and T1 are simulation inputs which remain constant 

and P2 is adjusted to attain steady state system operation. Determination of P2 occurs 

by iteration using the Secant Method, which requires two initial pressure estimations. 

The Secant Method was described in Section 4.7 and Figure 22 showed the use of the 

method for the determination of P2. 
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Figure 23 shows the flow diagram of the simulation procedure. To begin a 

simulation, the operating parameters are input including two initial estimates of P2• 

The compression, gas cooling and evaporation models are then called upon to 

determine the inlet/outlet conditions of each process. Fluid properties required 

throughout each model are evaluated using REFPROP 8.0 [10]. Finally, the model 

evaluates the difference between the inlet and outlet enthalpy of the expansion 

process, h3 and h4. Note that h3 is calculated as the outlet of the gas cooling model and 

h4 is calculated as the inlet of the evaporation model. If the difference between h3 and 

h4 is greater than the specified level of tolerance, the model will update Pz and a new 

iteration begins. When the difference in enthalpy at the expansion valve reaches a 

value less than the error tolerance, the simulation is complete and the current 

operating conditions are considered steady state. The simulation outputs the inlet 

and outlet conditions for all components as well as the heating capacity, compressor 

power, heat extraction rate of the GHX and the COP. 

5.2. Model Validation 

A model validation is necessary in order to ensure that the simulation results 

agree with the values of previous experimental studies. However, to the author's 

knowledge no experimental or theoretical results have been published on a CGHP 

system. Instead, model validation was conducted by separately investigating the gas 

cooling and evaporation models in isolation from the system. These two processes 

were selected since they present the most challenge in terms of modeling and are 

perhaps the most critical to overall simulation accuracy. 
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Figure 23. Flow diagram of the simulation procedure 

The gas cooling model was verified by analyzing pressure drop and 

temperature distribution. The pressure drop predicted by the gas cooling model was 

compared to the experimental results of Yoon et al. [ 48] at various inlet pressures and 

mass flux rates. It can be observed in Figure 24 that the gas cooling model provides 

reasonable approximation of the experimental data. The mean absolute deviation 

was 15.8%. 

Temperature distribution in the gas cooler was evaluated against the 

experimental results of Oh & Son [22]. Figure 25 shows the calculated and 
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Figure 25. Gas cooler validation: predicted inner wall 
temperature and CO2 bulk temperature vs. experimental 
results of Oh & Son [22] G==300 kg/m2·s 

experimental temperature profiles of the CO2 bulk temperature and the inner-wall 

temperature. As shown in the figure, good agreement exists between the data sets. 

Due to the large absolute temperature relative to the temperature range the mean 
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absolute deviation in this case was calculated as: 

(60) 

The result is a mean absolute deviation of 6.3%. 

Accuracy of the evaporation model was investigated using the reported data of 

Mastrullo et al. [71]. The calculated and experimentally determined local heat 

transfer coefficients, plotted in terms of vapor quality, are shown in Figure 26. The 

mean absolute deviation was 23%, and the model can be said to generally 

approximate the trend. 
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Figure 26. Evaporator validation: predicted local heat 
transfer coefficients vs. experimental results of 
Mastrullo et al. [71] G=201 kg/m2·s 

The pressure drop characteristics of CO2 in the evaporator were also analyzed 

by utilizing the results of Mastrullo et al. [71 ]. The comparison showed a mean 

absolute deviation of 13.8%. As shown in Figure 27, the predicted and experimental 

trends are similar. 
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Based on the validation results, the gas cooling and evaporation models can be 

said to provide reasonable prediction of actual gas cooler and evaporator 

performance. Reiterating that these are the most complex and perhaps most 

important elements of the model, the validation results lead to the conclusion that the 

accuracy of the total simulation model is sufficient for investigation of the system 

under study. 

5.3. Baseline Simulation 

A set of baseline simulation parameters was defined to serve as a point of 

reference during the parametric studies. The baseline conditions for the simulation 

are given in Table 2. The heat pump design parameters such as heat exchanger 

geometries were decided upon based on analysis and modification of parameters 

given in related studies [23,85]. The soil temperature and thermal conductivity 

correspond with the winter soil conditions in Fargo, North Dakota at a depth of 2m 
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[90,103]. The water inlet temperature is based on the temperature of water from a 

shallow well in the same location [104,105]. The baseline simulation showed a COP of 

2.18 and a heating capacity of 10.5 kW. During the parametric studies, the baseline 

specifications shown in Table 2 were maintained for all simulations with the 

exception of the parameter(s) being studied. 

Table 2. Baseline simulation parameters 

Evaporator Gas Cooler 

Inner diameter 9.5mm Inner-tube inner diameter 5mm 

Outer diameter 11.5mm Inner-tube outer diameter 7mm 

Number of circuits 4 Outer-tube inner diameter 16mm 

Circuit length 120 m Length 15m 

Soil temperature 279.2 K Water inlet temperature 280 K 

Soil thermal conductivity 1 W/m·K Water mass flow rate 0.06 kg/s 

Superheat SK Compressor 

Tev,out 271.2 K Swept volume 19.72 cm3 

Speed 3000 rpm 

5.4. Compressor Speed 

Compressor speed is important for a heat pump system since it can be varied 

in order to match the heating load. The simulation was performed for compressor 

speeds ranging from 2400 to 6600. Increasing the compressor speed (N) produces 

the direct effect of increasing mass flow rate. Over the range simulated, rhc increased 

nearly linearly from 0.041 to 0.106 kg/s. The change in rhc produces several 
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secondary effects which will be detailed below, but the net effect is a decrease in COP 

as shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28. Heat extraction rate and COP versus 
compressor speed [106] 

One of the effects of increased compressor speed is a slight decrease in the 

heat extraction rate. This effect, shown in Figure 28, was somewhat surprising since 

the additional turbulence caused by increasing rhc could be expected to increase the 

heat transfer rate. At the same time however, the change in me increases pressure 

drop in the evaporator. This results in an increased mean evaporation 

temperature (Tev), as illustrated in Figure 29. Heat extraction can be roughly 

calculated by: 

(61) 

and thus Qi decreases since Tsoil - fev becomes smaller. 
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Figure 29. P-h diagram illustrating effect of 
pressure drop on mean evaporation temperature 

The additional mass moving through the compressor increases the compressor 

power requirements. Figure 30 shows this effect along with the variation in heating 

capacity. Heating capacity increases at a rate slightly lower than the power, and this 

is due primarily to the decrease in heat extraction rate but also because of the 
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Figure 30. Change in compressor power and heating 
capacity versus compressor speed [106] 
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decreased compressor efficiency as the pressure ratio [P2/P1] increases. As 

mentioned above, the net effect of these changes on the coefficient of performance is a 

decreasing trend as compressor speed increases. 

5.5. Effect of Evaporator Tube Diameter 

As mentioned in Section 2.9, the diameter of the ground heat exchanger 

(evaporator) tubes can influence the performance of a DX-GHP by effecting the flow 

velocity, pressure drop and heat transfer area. In order to investigate these effects in 

a system using CO2, the inner diameter of the evaporator coil was varied from 

5.5 to 23.5 mm while maintaining a constant wall thickness. 

Figure 31 shows evaporative pressure drop and mean evaporation 

temperature. As expected the pressure drop decreases significantly as tube diameter 

increases, even approaching zero at the upper range of tested diameters. 

Wang et al. [84] reported a pressure drop of 2 kPa/m in a vertical U-Tube using 

R134a. The simulation results show that, except for the 5.5mm diameter, the CO2 

pressure drop per meter is significantly lower than that of R134a. The change in 

mean evaporation pressure is also very low for all but the smallest tube diameter. 

Figure 32 shows impact of tube diameter on COP, heating capacity and heat 

extraction rate. As tube diameter increases from 5.5 to 23.5 mm, heat extraction rate 

increases from 5.2 to 8.6 kW and heating capacity increases from 8.3 to 12.0 kW. 

Compressor power (not shown) also increases but to a lesser degree. It can be said 

that the majority of the capacity increase is due to the improved heat extraction rate. 

The increased heat extraction rate is because with larger diameters the heat flux is 
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being absorbed over a larger area. Also shown in Figure 32 is the influence of tube 

diameter on COP. The net effect of the trends listed is an increase in COP. 
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5.6. Evaporator Length and Number of Circuits 

Coil length in the GHX is an important design parameter for conventional 

geothermal heat pumps, and this holds true for DX-GHPs as well. It is intuitive that as 

evaporator coil length increases more heat will be absorbed in the GHX and heating 

capacity of the system will increase. The simulation results support this conclusion. 

On the other hand, the effect of coil length on COP is more complex. Figure 33 reveals 

that as evaporator coil length increases, COP also increases to an optimal value of 2.28 

when coil length is 140 m. Further increase beyond the optimal length results in 

declining COP values. The decrease at longer coil lengths is the result of increasing 

compressor pressure ratio which is also shown in Figure 33. It is clear that the 

pressure ratio increases more sharply beyond the optimal length. This, in turn, 

causes Wcomp to increase. Ultimately, the trends shown in Figure 33 are due to an 

imbalance between evaporator and gas cooler capacities. Beyond the optimal length, 

the evaporator is oversized with respect to the gas cooler. The interaction between 

evaporator and gas cooler will be discussed further in Section 5.10. 
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Also of interest is the interaction between total GHX length and number of 

circuits. To analyze this connection, the number of evaporator circuits was varied 

while maintaining a total evaporator length of 480m. As illustrated in Figure 34, both 

heating capacity and COP reach a maximum value for a system with six circuits, after 

which both values gradually decrease. Hence, the simulation reveals that for constant 

total evaporator length there exists an optimum number of coils for which both COP 

and heating capacity are maximized. 
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Figure 34. Variation of heating capacity and COP 
versus number of evaporator circuits for constant 
total evaporator length (L= 480 m) 

It is believed that the trend in heating capacity is due to the combined effects of 

pressure drop and mass flow rate through the evaporator. As the number of circuits 

increases ( and circuit length decreases), pressure drop across the evaporator is 

reduced. This decreases the average temperature in the evaporator, which results in 

an increased heat transfer rate because Tsoil - Tevis greater. Meanwhile, the trend in 

mass flow rate produces a counter effect. The total mass flow is nearly constant, but 
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as the number of circuits increases mass flow in each circuit decreases. This leads to a 

decrease in turbulence and hence heat transfer rate. Since Wcomp remains nearly 

constant during the trials, COP is essentially a function of heating capacity only. This 

explains why the trends are similarly aligned. 

5.7. Mean Evaporation Temperature 

As mentioned in the previous section, the rate at which the GHX absorbs heat 

from the surrounding soil is partially dependant on the difference between the soil 

temperature (Tso;1) and the temperature of CO2 in the evaporator coil. Since CO2 

temperature varies through the evaporator, the mean evaporation temperature is 

utilized to determine the overall heat transfer rate of the GHX. Mean evaporation 

temperature (Tev) is defined by, 

(62) 

where Tinlet is the evaporator inlet temperature and Tsat,Pouctet is the saturation 

temperature at the evaporator outlet pressure. The impacts of Tsai! • fev were 

analyzed by varying fev from 264.6 to 270.7 K while 1~oil is constant at 279.2K. As 

discussed previously, the soil temperature corresponds with the winter average at 2m 

depth for Fargo, ND. 

Figure 35 shows the variation in heating capacity and COP plotted in terms of 

Tsoit - fev· It can be observed that as the temperature difference (Ll T) increases, the 

heating capacity increases. This is due to the increased heat transfer rate between the 

soil and CO2. Similarly, as LlT increases, the COP improves up to an optimum LlT =14K 

above which the COP begins to decline. This is caused by a substantial increase in 
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pressure ratio and hence i1'comp when L1 T is greater than the optimum. From the 

simulation results it can be concluded that the mean evaporation temperature should 

be optimized for the surrounding soil temperature. 
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5.8. Soil Temperature Variation 

a. 
0 
V 

Temperatures in the soil surrounding a GHX decrease gradually over the 

course of a heating season. Given the results of the previous section, it is clear that 

this temperature decline will adversely impact CGHP performance if evaporator 

parameters are held constant. This occurs because as Tsoil decreases, the optimum 

mean evaporation temperature also decreases. 

The importance of optimizing Tev with soil temperature can be better 

understood by observing Figure 36. The figure shows the impact of seasonal soil 

temperature variation for two operating schemes: (i) Tev is constant; (ii) Tev adjusted 

such that Tsoil - Tev is constant. Operating under the former constraint, both heating 
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capacity and COP decrease as soil temperature decreases. In the latter case, as Tsai/ 

decreases, heating capacity decreases only slightly while COP actually increases 

slightly. 
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The COP increases only 3% as soil temperature decreases from 282.4 K to 

275.4 K, but this trend is somewhat counter-intuitive. The effect can be explained by 

a decrease in CO2 vapor density as the evaporator outlet temperature decreases. This 

reduced density at the compressor inlet results in a lower mass flow rate, and 

correspondingly, lower power required by the compressor. The end result is a slight 

improvement in COP as Tsou decreases. 

From this simulation it is clear that to maintain the performance over the 

heating season, mean evaporation temperature must be adjusted (decreased) in 

correspondence with soil temperature. This result is in agreement with the findings 
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of Goulburn and Fearon [86] as mentioned in Section 2.9. The goal is to maintain 

operation at the optimum mean evaporation temperature. 

5.9. Degree of Superheat 

The effect of the degree of superheat was also numerically simulated. While 

some superheat is desirable in order to ensure no vapor reaches the compressor, it is 

worthwhile to investigate the impact of excessive superheat. The simulation was 

performed for Tsup ranging from 1 to 7K while Tev was constant at 266.6K. As can be 

observed in Figure 37, Tsup does not have a significant impact on CGHP performance; 

however, close inspection reveals that as Tsup increases, the heating capacity does 

decrease slightly, while COP increases marginally. 
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Figure 37. Effect of superheat on CGHP performance 

5.10. Balancing Evaporator and Gas Cooler Capacity 

The results of Section 5.6 indicate that the system COP is adversely impacted 

by a poor match between the evaporator and gas cooler capacities. This portion of 

the study looks more closely at this phenomenon. The respective heat exchanger 
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capacities were analyzed by varying their length, which roughly captures the effect of 

increasing or decreasing the capacity. The simulation was performed for evaporator 

coil lengths ranging from 80 to 160m. For each evaporator length the gas cooler 

length was varied through an appropriate range. 

The simulation results reveal that gas cooler length has little effect on CGHP 

heating capacity but that the COP is significantly impacted. Figure 38 shows COP 

versus gas cooler length for each of the evaporator lengths tested. It can be observed 

that for each evaporator length there is an optimal gas cooler length which provides 

the greatest COP. Furthermore, as the evaporator length increases the optimal gas 

cooler length also increases. Thus it can be said that the heat exchanger capacities 

should be properly balanced. It is noteworthy that COP decreases sharply for gas 

cooler lengths below the optimum, whereas the decrease is gradual for lengths 

greater than the optimum. This reveals that an undersized gas cooler is more 

detrimental to performance than an oversized unit. 
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5.11. Effect of Water Flow Rate 

Figure 39 shows the impact of changing water flow rate on heating capacity, 

compressor power and COP. As flow rate is varied from 2.4 to 5.4 liter/min, both 

heating capacity and compressor power decrease. The decline in power is due to a 

decrease in pressure ratio from 4.6 to 2.8 over the range. Pressure ratio effects power 

directly, but also indirectly due to the increase in compression efficiencies. The 

change of heat extraction is marginal (>SOW) so the decrease in heating capacity can 

be attributed almost completely to the change in power. However, it can be observed 

that the change in power larger in magnitude than the capacity change. The 

difference results from compressor inefficiencies. The COP increases over the range 

as a net effect of the power and capacity variation. 
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5.12. Approach Temperature Difference 
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The difference between the fluid temperatures at the outlet of a heat 

exchanger is known as the approach temperature difference (L1Tapp). In a counter-
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flow heat exchanger there are two conditions of interest: the hot-side Ll Tapp and the 

cold-side Ll Tapp. 

The approach temperature difference is an indicator of the heat exchanger 

performance and can provide insights into the gas cooler operation. In the case of the 

gas cooler it is desirable to have a small approach temperature difference on both hot 

and cold sides. On the hot side, minimizing LlTapp results in a greater water output 

temperature. On the cold side, a small /JTapp leads to a lower gas cooler outlet 

temperature, which, as discussed in Section 2.5, improves COP. 

Two system parameters were analyzed with respect to the gas cooler's 

approach temperature difference: gas cooler length and water flow rate. Figure 40 

shows the effect of gas cooler length on both hot-side and cold-side L1 Tapp• As can be 

observed, the gas cooler length has a much greater impact on the hot-side L1 Tapp which 

decreases from 62 to 33K as length increases from 10 to 35 m. Cold-side LlTapp also 

decreases, but the change is much smaller. 
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The impact of water flow rate on hot and cold side tlTapp is shown in Figure 41. 

As flow rate increases from 2.4 to 3 liter /min there is a significant decrease in hot

side L1 Tapp; however, the change then levels out and beyond 4.2 liter /min the approach 

temperature difference actually increases. On the cold end of the heat exchanger, 

LlTapp increases slightly from 2.4 to 3 liter/min and then gradually decreases from 

29.5 to 24.9K as flow rate is further increased. 
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5.13. Performance of Optimized System 

Using the knowledge gained from the parametric study, the model was used to 

simulate the performance of an optimized CGHP system. The following parameters 

were optimized: gas cooler length, mean evaporation temperature, superheat, 

number/length of evaporator circuits with respect to the parameters tested. Other 

parameters including the total GHX length remained at baseline values. Table 3 

shows the optimized and system parameters with the baseline values provided for 
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reference. The heating capacity of the optimized CGHP increased 17% to 12.3kW. 

The COP was 2.58, an 18% improvement over the baseline. 

Table 3. Optimized system parameters (changes shown bold, baseline in parenthesis) 

Evaporator Gas Cooler 

Inner diameter 9.5mm Inner-tube inner diameter 5mm 

Outer diameter 11.5mm Inner-tube outer diameter 7mm 

Number of circuits 6 (4) Outer-tube inner diameter 16mm 

Circuit length 80m (120m) Length 30 m (15m) 

Soil temperature 279.2 K Water inlet temperature 280 K 

Soil thermal conductivity 1 W/ m·K Water mass flow rate 3.6 kg/min 

Superheat 2 K (5 K) Compressor 

Tev-Tsoil 16 K (13K) Swept volume 19.72 cm3 

Speed 3000 rpm 

5.14. Performance Comparison 

It is of interest to compare the performance of a DX-GHP using CO2 to that of a 

similarly sized system using a different refrigerant. With this goal in mind, the 

simulation model was used to predict the performance of a CGHP under the 

conditions tested in an experimental study reported by Minea [85]. The experimental 

DX-GHP used R-410A in a large greenhouse heating system. The ground heat 

exchanger consisted of 14 horizontal circuits, each 120 m long. Some of the 

experimental parameters were unknown; hence, the experimental and simulated 
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systems are not perfectly analogous. Some estimation, for instance, was required in 

the case of the compressor size and gas cooler size. 

Given these uncertainties and the assumptions that go into the model, the 

results of the comparison should be viewed with some caution. Still, the simulation 

provides a rough benchmark for comparison purposes. 

The simulation results show that under similar conditions the CO2 system 

performed with reasonable COP but lower than the R-410A system. The COP results 

are shown in Table 4. The table also shows the normalized heat extraction rate and 

heating capacity (heat per meter of ground coil length). As can be seen, CO2 actually 

had higher extraction and delivery rates. The comparison indicates that with 

optimization CO2 may be used in DX-GHP systems with similar performance to that of 

other refrigerants. 

Table 4. DX-GHP performance comparison CO2 vs. R-410A 

COi- simulation [106] R-410A - Minea [85] 

COP 2.42 3.07 

Heat extraction / meter of GHX length 16.5 W/m 14.4 W/m 

Heat capacity /meter of GHX length 22.4W/m 21.7W/m 

5.15. Monthly Performance Variation 

Since the soil temperatures vary throughout the year, the system performance 

will vary as well. In the case of space heating, clearly one is only interested in the soil 

temps during the heating season, but for tap water heating the system will be used all 

year. The simulation was performed using the optimized parameters defined in 
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Section 5.13 and the average soil temperatures for each month of the year, which are 

given in Table 5. 

Table 5. Monthly average soil temperatures for Fargo, ND 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

6.2·c 5.o· 4.3° 4.2° 5.8' 7.9° 10.2· 12.2· 13.2° 12.6° 11.2· a.a· 

Monthly COP is shown in Figure 42. COP is greatest in the months with the 

lowest temperatures, which agrees with the results of Section 5.8. To reiterate, the 

reason COP is greater at lower soil temperatures is due to the decreased CO2 density 

at the compressor-inlet, which decreases ri'lc and hence compressor work. 

Figure 42. Monthly system COP based on average soil 
temperatures at 2 m depth for Fargo, ND 

Heating capacity shows the opposite trend, with the greatest values in the 

months with highest soil temperatures (Figure 43). It is important to note that the 

peak heating capacity occurs in September/October due to the time lag between 

maximum ambient temperatures and maximum soil temperatures. 
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Figure 43. Monthly heating capacity based on average soil 
temperatures at 2 m depth for Fargo, ND 

5.16. Water Outlet Temperature 

To this point, system output has focused on the heating capacity without 

discussion of water delivery temperature. Since the gas cooler is assumed to be 

adiabatic with the surroundings, the rate at which energy is absorbed by the water is 

equal to the heating capacity. Furthermore, since water inlet temperature and flow 

rate were maintained during all simulations, the water outlet temperature is simply a 

function of the heating capacity and trends in Tw,e and ()0 will be similar. Still, it is of 

value to investigate the trends in Tw.e since various applications require different 

temperatures. 

The most practical options for managing the water temperature are to adjust 

the compressor speed or the water flow rate. In the latter case, adjustment could be 

made by means of a thermostatically controlled valve that meters the flow of water 

based on outlet temperature. To analyze these methods of temperature control, the 

data from the previous parametric studies is revisited. 
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Figure 44 shows how changing water flow rate changes the delivered hot 

water temperature. As expected, Tw,e decreases. The change is non-linear because 

the heating capacity is also decreasing non-linearly with the change of flow rate. 
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Figure 44. Variation of water outlet temperature 
with respect to water flow rate 

Figure 45 shows the trend in Tw,e as compressor speed is varied. Similar to the 

trend in heating capacity shown in Figure 30, the water outlet temperature increases 

roughly linearly with increasing RPM. 

Both methods of control produced roughly the same change in water delivery 

temperature over the ranges simulated, but effects on COP are different. With 

compressor speed control, a 31 K temperature increase led to a 54% reduction in COP. 

When controlling water flow, a 32 K gain resulted in a 24% penalty in COP. It can be 

concluded that adjusting water-flow is a superior method of controlling water 

delivery temperature. 
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Figure 45. Variation of water outlet temperature with 
respect to compressor speed 

Without implementing a method of control, the water delivery temperature 

will vary annually as the soil temperature changes. Figure 46 shows the monthly 

variation in Tw e· As expected, the temperatures reflect the same trends as heating 

capacity (Figure 43). 
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Figure 46. Monthly hot water delivery temperatures 
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6. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE RESEARCH 

This study has focused on the performance of a direct-expansion transcritical 

CO2 geothermal heat pump used for water heating. The analysis has been carried out 

through use of a numerical model which was developed to simulate the steady state 

operation of the system. Predictions obtained from the gas cooler and heat exchanger 

portions of the model were compared to experimental results of previous 

studies [22,48,71] with reasonable agreement. This indicates the simulation can 

provide a reasonable representation of the actual system. 

Using the simulation model, the study investigated the impacts of various 

design and operating parameters on overall system performance. The simulation has 

revealed several key design and operating characteristics of a CGHP system: 

1. As the total length of the ground heat exchanger (evaporator) increases, the 

heating capacity increases and the COP increases to a certain length, but if the 

total length is fixed, there exists an optimum number of evaporator circuits 

with respect to both COP and heating capacity. 

2. Mean evaporation temperature is important to optimizing system 

performance. The optimum value is dependent on the temperature of the 

surrounding soil and optimum fev will decreases as soil temperature 

decreases. 

3. The relationship between gas cooler and evaporator capacities has significant 

effect on system performance of a CGHP. COP is maximized when the two heat 

exchangers are properly matched. System COP is significantly reduced by a 

gas cooler which is undersized with respect to the evaporator capacity, while 

an oversized condition is less detrimental 
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4. Water delivery temperature can be controlled by adjusting the water flow rate 

or the compressor speed but water flow rate control is superior since it has 

less impact on system COP. 

In addition, the simulation results provide other insights regarding CGHP 

operation and the applicability of CO2 in this application: 

1. It was observed that the evaporative pressure drop of CO2 is smaller than that 

of R134a, resulting in a smaller change in evaporation temperature. 

2. Hot-side approach temperature difference is consistently and significantly 

larger than that of the cold-side. Furthermore, increasing the gas cooler length 

has a much larger effect on reducing the hot-side approach temperature 

difference. 

The findings of the parametric study were then used to design an optimized 

CGHP. Simulation results for this system showed that COP and heating capacity 

improved 18% and 17% respectively over the baseline system. 

The model was also used to compare the performance of CO2 in a DX-GHP to 

that of an R410A system under the same conditions. The CO2 system achieved greater 

heat extraction and delivery rates (normalized) compared to the R410A system, but 

CO2's COP was lower. The CO2 and R410A COP values were 2.42 and 3.07 

respectively. 

Finally, the monthly variation in performance due to the cyclic change in soil 

temperature was studied. The heating capacity ranged from a low of 12.2kW in April 

to 12.7kW in September. With constant water flow rate and no control on the outlet 

temperature, water delivery temperatures reflected the same trends as the heating 

capacity. The delivery temperatures ranged from 57.6 to 66.0°C. 
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6.1. Future Research 

To improve the feasibility of a direct expansion CO2 geothermal heat pump, 

more thorough studies must be conducted. Possible future studies include: 

• Theoretical studies which analyze system modifications may indicate the benefit 

of additional components. In particular a suction line heat exchanger may be of 

benefit in this application. As discussed in the Literature Review, an SLHX reduces 

vapor quality at the evaporator inlet and superheats the vapor prior to 

compression. This allows evaporation to take place over the maximum length of 

the ground heat exchanger coils. 

• The technical feasibility of the direct expansion transcritical CO2 geothermal heat 

pump simulated in this study should be confirmed by experimentation. The 

experimental study is useful for validation of the theoretical results as well as to 

shed light on practical issues not captured in the simulation. 

• An economic investigation of the equipment, installation and operating costs of a 

CGHP should be done in order to quantify the economic feasibility of this type of 

system. 

• This study has focused on heating applications only. Many geothermal heat 

pumps use a reversing valve to operate the system in cooling mode, with the 

ground heat exchanger rejecting heat to the ground. The transcritical operation of 

a CGHP complicates this type of reversible operation, but research should be 

conducted analyzing this possibility. 

• There is a potential for a reduction in the hot and cold-side approach temperature 

difference values in the gas cooler. Theoretical and experimental studies targeting 
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this goal could potentially lead to improved system performance and increased 

water outlet temperature. Studies may look at new gas cooler designs or 

implementation of existing designs in this new application. 
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Table 6. System data and experimental results from previous DX-GHP studies 

GHX-type/ # of circuits/ length COP Heating Heat extraction 

Outer Dia (borehole depth) capacity per coil-length 

(per borehole-length) 

Vert./ 9.Smm lh/(10111) 1.0 RkW (10-16 W /m) 

llor./ 9.Smm 1/15.]m {depth=l.22m} 2.18 874W :rnw;m 
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llor./6mm IS/305111 {depth=l.4m} ].6 7.6 kW 12 W/m 

Spiral/ 11 mm 5/lJm) 3.0 4.7 kW l20 w /m) 
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1. Program Flow 

APPENDIX B: PROGRAM CODE 

MMain.m 

compressor.m 

Mevaporator.m 

Mgascooler _1.m 

wall_temp.m 

Figure 47. Flow diagram illustrating the order in 
which program functions are called 
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2. MATLAB Functions 

a) Global System Model 

Function Title: MMain.m 

1.Thii: .:.:::; the: g:.c-;ba1 r110Je:l fc-1 ::1, ,·•:· ·1--:- <,ol:;>, is. F1·091a111 Ci,11 s ur ,c:1 
e:ach 
%0: th<::: compor:.e1:t·p1·c::.ccs:s ncd-::li:. 
h;.si:19 Secc111: M'=thc,.j ·c111e il st,0 - , ,-;/ 

ir,e-f ine J..~i-rct:/~ 
P2=zeros(3,l); 
T2=zeros(3,l); 
err=zeros(3,l); 
T3=zeros(3,l) 
h3=zeros(3,l); 

%·------:;.;=~s- ;:-:)..:.lt21 r-c:.1·ctnt.::-:-:=·1;~ 
T_water_i=280.15; 
rn_water=.035; 

=·,-,rnl 1· "· :c :-; c, 1 ·::.-u: :. E: t 
,1 "t.~ --,r.:l:.::1.::11 .:..-

J--lf::':.:::st.:1c i~ 
a:-.t,, i1>::-d. 

1:p:J,, L -d 

viscosity=refpropm { '\' ·, 'T' , T_water_i, ',-', 101. 325, '•.,;;.._TEF.') ; 
Water_min_Re=m_water/(pi()*(.016A2-.007A2)/4)*(.016-

.007)/viscosity; 
%- ·· - - -- R~ apc1ato1 ~d1dnete1.:: 

Tsoil=279.39; 
minallow=8; scminimc;:1, ,a:..:.: ·,:cttl"c 1_,c-n11-=-~'it ·,u~ j:..::::-=:rc:11,;,c- t1ctv:'c:1::L ,c.i. l 

a ild e·~·apcic=.::.r__J~ 
Tsup=S; 

%com1-Jies~c::. vut. let J:lt:"DG'-.ilE: t~ .. .1.~ .... ::.· r~.--- · .~a1:.ctL~L '.•:L.rL ·.,.ill ir,l , ri '7 tJ 1 r 
;:j,.stern 1 

P2(1)=12000; %1:st ~Jc~~ 

P2(2)=11000; !t::Cnj TiCc:c 

Tl=Tsoil-minallow; 
Pl=refpropm( · F', 'T ·, (Tsoil-minallow-Tsup), '::', 1, ' ~:'..:_ ' ); 

%Ccmpc:1ent modeli: ~-..1r. f e r co'.Ti=reci:c,::.. c,1t.cc:: i::1·es:c:1:::.-e :::Jt:e-si: :;_ 
[T2 m Wc]=compressor(Tl,Pl,P2(1)); 
[P4 T4 h4 x4 minRe_Evap] =Mevaporator(Pl,Tl,m,Tsoil); 
[T3 P3 h3 Twout minRe_GC]=Mgascooler_ I(T2,P2(1) ,m,T_water_i,m_water); 
%Stead}· slate cje ck~ 
err(l)=h3-h4 
evapora tcr i~le~ 

%C\,mpcnent mocels n;r_ fo1 :cmi=rcssc-i ci..;:-::..:cr r, ess·J r Ec 3ue:c::= 

[T2 m Wc]=compressor(Tl,Pl,P2(2)); 
[P4 T4 h4 x4 rninRe_Evap)=Mevaporator(Pl,Tl,rn,Tsoil); 
[T3 P3 h3 Twout minRe_GC)=Mgascooler_I(T2,P2(2) ,m,T_water_i,rn_ water); 
IStcady state check~ 
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err(2)=h3-h4 
evaporatc1· inlet 

%en tha1ry difference ~et~een gas cool er outlet ctnd 

i=2; 

%se cant me thod us e to so l·:e fc1 jis,~Lc11-,1'= 11E-ssu1 e 
while abs(err(i))>.l 

i=i+l; 

P2(i)=P2(i-l)-err(i-l)*(P2(i-l)-P2(i-2))/(err(i-l)-err(i-2)) 

%.:..·c,mrcnent models run fc1 comr:r 'CC.: ,·.::, 1 1,-:':•: 1 te-1at i-...,11 
[T2 m Wc]=compressor(Tl,Pl,P2(i)); 
[P4 T4 h4 x4 minRe_Evap]=Mevaporator(Pl,Tl,m,Tsoil); 
[T3 P3 h3 Twout 

minRe_GC]=Mgascooler_I(T2,P2(i) ,m,T_water_i,m_water); 
%Stect dy stat e chec J.: 0 

err(i)=h3-h4 
e:ap01ato1 i1,let 
end 
P_2=P2(i); 
'o0!1CE- err-,1 lS small enC.l ?L j_J. .,r - ··,-c L::-r n!J:l cul 
% the inle t anJ cut lE:t s tat-= .: _ f ·,:'.. i ~ :,rnr: ::1, -=1 ,t c :1 1 E

%Thus the CLF , ,:o rk input ,..,1,-'l 1,"-..,~JLJ · 2,pn-~ir:· - :=ii! 

!the out let temr:eratu1e c f the ~-':. =1 1 .::, 1-':.:1e~cd 

%Output Condition s : 
P2_l=P2 (i); 
hl=refpropm ( 'H'' 'T' 'Tl' 'F' 'Pl' '-::::.::.' ); 
h2=refpropm ( 'H', 'T', T2, 'F', P_2, ':..•r::. ') ; 

h3 =refpropm ( 'H' , ' T' , T3, ' F ' , P3, ' :-: ::. ' ) ; 
h4=h3; 
C02massflowrate=m; 
Wateroutlettemperature=Twout; 
Compressorwork=Wc; 
COP=m*(h2-h3)/Wc; 
Heatoutput=m*(h2-h3) 
Heatabsorbed=m*(hl-h4); 
Water_min_Re 
minRe GC 
minRe_Evap 
format sh o rt e 

:1rrcr 1 3ted f uncti:n c 
... _1Js1Je1-=J !::.~. 

r,.:- ::-31::-ulatPd. 

Output=[Pl;P2 l;P3;P4;x4;Tl;T2;T3;T4;C02massflowrate;Wateroutlettemperatu 
re;Compressor;ork;COP;Heatoutput;Heatabsorbed] 
format short 

% Nomenclatu1e 
% err J 

% h3 J 

% h4 J 

% i 
% m kgs 
% m v:ater k3 
0 
0 minal lo,, J-: 
0 minRe E·:ar: 0 

l-:g 

k3 
l-:g 

s 

enthal r:~ d iff~re ~ ce a r1-sc thr :t tle ~a: e 
gas CCCJ.c l Cclt iet ent l1a::.L· 
E·:ap inlet er,thalr:::· 
counte1 
cc::. mass fl :~ ra t e 
~a ter ma ss fie~ rate 
min t"- T1J: dif fe1 er.:.:o::: :c- i:. "'··;c,r: out le t 
minimum :c,: re:,ncl js 111 E·:ar: 
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% minP.e GC 
% Pl 
% P::C 
~ PJ 
% p., 

% T ,:ater i 
% Tl 
0 T2 ,, 
% T:i 
% T-1 
% Tsoil 
% Tsup 
% T·,;r 11 t 

% .. ,,.l8:-:21t~· 
0 ,\·a te1 n,in ·o 

0 We 
0 

Z ➔ 0 

}:Fa 
}:Pa 
}:Pa 
kPa 
K 
i,: 

K 

1: 

f: 

K 
Y. 

1-: 
Fa*:c 

F.tcc 
h' 

minimum CO2 1e:,n::.1d£ in gas coole1 
con,presscr inlt=-r r:1e !=:" 11..

compresscr outltcct FrescurE 
Gas cooler cutltcct ~lES~ 

E~ar inlet r:reEs 
Water inlet ttn~ 
compresso1 inlFt temp 
compressor cutl et Tempe1cttu1'= 
gas cc,nle1 :11t l.=:t t"-mr 
E·,ar: inlet temr:. 
s,·il tem1-ec1cttu1e 
degree cf £u1-e1hectt at ~~a~ cutlet 
~ate1 ou tlet r~n~ 

·v: at'= r -.~ i 2 -=· : £ 1 t ~_: 
11,inimun, ·,:ctt-=1 f,c.:·n c l·1~· i: 

~omrreESOr fC~E-1 
E~ap inl.=:t ~ual1t; 
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b) Compression Model 

Function Title: compressor.m 

function [T2 m Wc]=compresso r(Tl,Pl,P2 ) 
%calculat.es the ref n,ass flo•,:, Cc:-1111essc::. p,,:-=- 1, and the discharge 
%temperature based on an acsumed d1sr:-ha1·~e ~1e:::,u1c 

%Y.no1-::1 Pa1 ameters 
N=5 0 ; 
VS=. 00001972; 

%--calculate etficienc1e:, frcn, t~·- rr ··r1t:::, .:...1 ':lrd ::;1::ill F. 1-L. 
n v=0 . 9 2 07-0. 0 756* ( P2 / Pl ) +0 . 0018* ( P2 / Pl)A2; ·,--· •luil,-'-t1i,: -=f f i··· .i-nr-·:· 
n-tot=-0.26+0.7952*(P2 / Pl)-0 . 2803*(P2 / Pl ) A2+0.0414*(P2 / Pl)A3-
o-:-0022 *(P2 / Pl) A4; '-t:tal ,c;ffi:·: l."cl1t1: 1 .1." *l11e ·l,ani•'-'tl 
n_m=0. 9083 -0 . 0 8 84* (P2/Pl ) +0. 0051* (P2 / Pl) A2 ; "mf.:-charncal eff i :·1en-::::: cf 
comp1ess0r 

(hl s l rhol]=refpro pm ( ' HS r1 •,·r •,T1, ' F ' ,Pl ,'':'C•:') ; ~r1~pcc1t1es 0 t 
r:-omr:ressc r inlet [: l:::i,, [J J:-:r•1: ,, [}:::, n,' a: 
s2s=s1; •.i i-,,1 i1~· 1,,H9F- •-nr1,p:: [,, l::::i * rJ 
h2s=refpro pm ('H ', ' F ' ,P2, ';'.' ·,s2s, ''.:.'-:.:· ); \1 -::1,2a.l :l1::::::J.,;11q,c ccnt:lie1lr::: [L~ l:c.i] 
m=n_v* r hol *Vs*N; 
Wc=m* (h2s-hl) / n_ t o t; 
LOSS=(l - n m)*Wc; 
h2=hl+(Wc~Loss) / m; 

~1 ~:-·_.::: fj ',t' ~i:~, :=-·~ 

':-[ :·v:E:1 ini;:ut 1e'.{ui.1ej t:.' cc,111p1 e-:_::::c1 

~1e~1 :l1scha1ge e~th3lf:~[J l:g] 
T2=refpropm ( 'T' , 'F' , P2 , 'H', h2, 
end 

':::c.:' ); , l i schr11gc t:-=mr:- [,·:J 

% Compressor ~omenc:a:u1'°' 
% Tl [Kl inl -'- t : -':-n,i:-
% Pl [kFa) 1n:et fl EECJ l E 

% n v ·:r :._ ,__1t11r-::-tr~ -:: e-ff 1 ~1-'::'!.. 

~ n t :,t 

% n m 
% hl 
% sl 
% r hol 
% s.:s 

% L oss 
% N 
% \'s 

~ F: 
% 1: 
% m 
% We 
% h2 

t:::ta~ ":ff i .::::.er.:·:· 
n,~--h"-1. ::-c.l ..c. ::::·:-"-i.::.:· 

[ J }:g ] i:-,let ':::;tha l ;_::· 
[L1,}:gr:] i r:lco-t er,t1q:;· 
[kg mA:Jinlet c:: jen21t:· 
[J J.:91-:~ :jjs: h etlyE 1 2 -'-nt~:-r i_ :::::.1,,1 lEf" E:cn -=-11 tU.),/ 

[J l:3] :lis:::har~e 1cer:tro;1: :~m;rec::::c~ er:ttali;:~-
r ,,- l 
[btz ] 
[mA?) 
[1-:Fi:t] 

r r:J 
I J.:g s J 

[ \•: ] 
[J kg ] 

~ csses cf comi;:1ess~r 
con~1esscr s;ee~ 
sv:er: t ·:c .i. un,E: 
d1scharg~ r:1~s~~1e 
di schc:11·3-== t E:m; 
ntass flo\•; :!..&.tc :: =. :...,: 
comprescc1 i;:c~er 
actua: cutlet e ~t~a:f~ 
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c) Evaporation Model 

Function Title: Mevaporator.m 

funct i o n [P4 T4 h4 x4 minRe]=Mevaporator(Pl,Tl,m_tot,Tsoil) 
%This model solves for t he inlet rrr:d i tir,n" of t l.c:- e·,·aporator t asE:·d o n 
t h e 
%kn ov:n cond1 ti ons at t h e ,,.·:a poi st, ,1 outl,- t a rl'.'l th,c. mass : low ¼·h i ch ¼·as 
%determi n e d b'..' t he ::om)::resc:c:_ 11,ciel . l·lcjE-1 can ~·,;1l,;ulc1tE- h <::at t r ansfe1 
%co:1d1tions f c,1 liquid, two-phase ·1 :c- J1.c-1h,,. c, tE-d ·:a1 c. 1 cond itions . 

%di,:1:le t c,t2,l mass flow b·, :.umr:er ·f ~ircuit, 
m=m_tot/4; 

%Evaporator iimens i cns 
L=120; 
di=.009525; 
do=. 011525; 
N=L/.5; 
ktube=400; 
ksoil=l; 
far_dia=2; 
B=35; tccn t a:: t angle 

%Calculated ;aramE-te1·s 
l=L/N; 
A r=pi () *di *l; 
G:m/((pi()/4)*diA2) ; 

%def i ne ar1 .,, ::s 
T=zeros(N+l,l); 
P=Zeros(N+l,l); 
Q=zeros(N,l); 
x=zeros(N+l,1); 
h=zeros(N+l,l); 
alpha=zeros(N+l,l); 
htcoef_tot=zeros(N,l); 

%nod"<l 
~no:3.al 

P(l)=Pl; 
T(l)=Tl; 
n=l; 

'· :- -- ::rn,-c:11t 1 ~1,~ t L [n l 
't:•: ::. ::-1j ;c. :-·e::imen;: ar<:-a [m ' ::.] 

~on10S!: ·.- ..... ~ ·- ·,:·.Lt :::, [ 2c :. [kg m" :. • s ] 

·=JU~ lit-~-
ci-,tt.al i:: :: · 

h ( 1) =refpropm ( 'H ' , ' T ' , T ( 1) , ' F ' , P ( 1) , ' ~'C::. ' ) ; 

hv=refpropm ( 'H' , 'T' , T ( 1), ';;,' , 1, '::c ::. ' ) ; 
Reynolds_min=lOOOOOOO; 

% single-~hase :·,apo r• f lc,¼· 11, ::·.-= -=·:ai:::1a t :.1 _ ___ _ 

whi le h(n)>=hv && n <=N 
[u den k cp] =refpropm (' \T L : ', ' T' , T (n), 'F' , P (n), 'CC.'); 
Re=G*di/u; %:F-=::':,:,1:ls 

i f Reynolds_min>Re 
Reynolds_min=Re; 

e nd 
Pr=u*cp/k; 

%Pressure :lrq:: 
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fp=.079l*ReA-.25; tr:1e~rure (1:cticn factor rs:asiusJ 
del_P=2*fp*l *GA2*. 001/ (den*di) ; ii:,1 .=-:::,1..11 e chdr,g--= , Darcy ltJE:isbacli 
P(n+l)=P(n)+del_P; \se~ment 1nlE=t pressurE: 

5i;heat transfer 
f=(.79*log(Re )- 1.64)A-2; %f1i~t::.r-n (c1r-tr-1 f'c"tul-:.ho·c's :: ormula 1 
Nu= (f/8) * (Re-1000) *Pr/ (1. 07+12. 7* (f/8) A. 5* (PrA (2/3) -1)); tNussc l t 

cc.1elation cf ,:;nielinsl:i 
alpha(n)=Nu*k/di; 

UA=(l/(alpha(n)*A_r)+log(do/di)/(2*pi()*l*ktube)+log(far_dia/do)/(2*pi()* 
l*ksoil)) A-1; 

T(n+l)=-exp(UA/cp/rn)*Tsoil+exp(UA/cp/rn)*T(n)+Tsoil; 
Q(n)=UA*((Tsoil-T(n+l) )-(Tsoil-T(n)))/log((Tsoil-T(n+l))/(Tsoil-

T (n))) ; 

h(n+l)=h(n)-Q(n)/rn; 
n=n+l; 

end 

hv=refproprn ( 'H' , ' T' , T (n) , 'Q' , 1, 'C02 ' ) ; 
if T (n) >Tsoil 

error(' Evapcrator t"emf•toratu1·-= ::i1cate1 tl-ictn f"Oil t':oTTl[·') 
end 

hl=refproprn( '!--i ', 'T' ,T(n), ' C,,', 0, ' :·-:::_' ); 
x(n)=(h(n)-hl) /(hv-hl); 

% _ ___ t,;o-phdS-=- fl cv;-t,r 1l .. :13 .Lr. ,i1,:- c.• ·a1r1,.,tc1 _ _ _____ _ 

while h(n)<hv && n<=N && h(n)>hl 
[uv pv]=refproprn(' '."D' , ' F' ,P(n), ',~', l, 'C'.:::.') ; ,-·:::. ·: c,1,:1 r:1 ·)1-1t:1tJ."-S at 

inlet pres~ure 
[ul pl kl cpl sften] =refproprn( •~~LCI' , 'F' ,P(n), '~' ,0, ' CO::.'); 1~0::. 

liquid properties at inlet r1e,'-u1 .=-
Re_lo=G*di/ul; 

if Reynolds_rnin>Re_lo 
Reynolds_rnin=Re_lo; 

end 
Prl=ul*cpl / kl; \. F1 c:r,:::l:. ;: at ;.:a ·: :.i::J ::::,1 ,dit 1c,n 
xt t= ( ( 1-x (n) ) /x (n) ) A. 9* (pv /pl) A. 5* (ul/uv) A .1; ; Le :}:n.-, rt - Ha1 L 1 n"-11 i 

:actcr 
%L-M not use:::l 1n d;: : : 11 'c la• J,_1, t·-1· 1,.c.,c.:le:,: ! 1 ~c.Ii:J _,.r1c.J.2,tic,1 , 

t ____ ~ - r:hase rressu1e :::l1cr 
f_lo=.079l*Re loA - .25; ~ f,,:,1.1:1:J f11 :·t_1 r,, fn:,-::,1 r·r.:,1 1.c.lat J ·,n .::f 

ElaSlUE 
phi squared= ( l+ (pl/pv-1) *x (n)) / ( l+ (ul/uv-1) *x (n)) A. 25; %- t 1,c -rh-i.2 r 

m~ltir:lier cf M:~:::lams f:r tcta l fl:~ r~r~~lent sn~ t::~a -' flc~ as l i ~u::::l 
turbultcnt 

node 

del_P=2 *l*f_lo*GA2*phi_squared*.001/(di*pl); 
P(n+l)=P(n)+del P; 
[T(n+l)]=refproprn('T','P',P(n+l),'·:;',l,' -::'C2' ); ~·:-""mr:e:::.-;c,,ire at n E:xt 

% :rhas-= heat ~1ansfer :oe~::ici~nt 
- -b~d-= ___ 0_1_4_6-*B*(2*sften/(9.8l*(pl-pv)))A.5; 

Fp=2.37*(.29+1/Xtt)A.85; 
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htfus=hv-hl; 
coef_l=.023*kl/di*(Re_lo*(l-x(n)))A.8*PrlA.4; 

lfirs t ite r ~tion 
qguess(l)=lOOOOO 
Boil=qguess(l)/(G*htfus); 
if Xtt<l 

NN=4048*XttAl.22*BoilAl.13; 
else 

NN=2-.l*(Xtt)A.28*Boil-.33; 
end 

coef_sa=207*kl / bd*(qguess(l)*bd/(kl*T(n)))A.745*(pv/pl)A.58l*PrlA.533; 
alpha_l(l)=NN*coef_sa+Fp*coef_l; 

UA=(l/(alpha_l(l)*A_r)+log(do/di)/(2*pi()*l*ktube)+log(far_dia/do)/(2*pi( 
) *l*ksoil)) A-1; 

qcalc(l)=(UA*((Tsoil-T(n+l))-(Tsoil - T(n)))/log((Tsoil-T(n+l)) / (Tsoil
T(n)))) / (l*di*pi ()); 

err(l)=qguess(l)-qcalc(l); 

%second ite1 a ti ~n 
qguess(2)=qguess(l)-100; 
Boil=qguess(2)/(G*htfus); 
if Xtt<l 

NN=4048*XttA1.22*BoilAl.13; 
else 

NN=2 - .l*(Xtt)A.28*Boil-.33; 
end 

coef_sa=207*kl/bd*(qguess(2)*bd/(kl*T(n)))A.745*(pv/pl)A.58l*PrlA.533; 
alpha_l(2)=NN*coef_sa+Fp*coef_l; 

UA=(l/(alpha_1(2)*A_r)+log(do/di)/(2*pi()*l*ktube)+log(far_dia/do)/(2*pi( 
) * 1 * k soil ) ) A - 1 ; 

qcalc(2)=(UA*((Tsoil-T(n+l))-(Tsoil - T(n)))/log((Tsoil-T(n+l))/(Tsoil
T(n)))) / (l*di*pi ()); 

err(2)=qguess(2)-qcalc(2); 

j =2; 
%solut i on us1n3 ~'::Ca:1t n,-c--:.h::,i 
while abs(err(j))>.001 

j=j+l; 
qguess(j)=qguess(j-1)-err(j-l)*(qguess(j-1)-qguess(j-2))/(err(j

l) -err(j-2)); 
Boil=qguess(j) / (G*htfus); 
i f Xtt<l 

NN=4048*XttA1.22*BoilAl.13; 
el se 

NN=2-.l*(Xtt)A.28*Boil-.33; 
e nd 

coef sa=207*kl/bd*(qguess(j)*bd/(kl*T(n)))A.745*(pv/pl)A.581*PrlA.533 ; 
- alpha_l(j)=NN*coef_sa+Fp*coef_l; 
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UA=(l/(alpha_l(j)*A_r)+log(do/di)/(2*pi()*l*ktube)+log(far_dia/do)/(2*pi( 
) *l*ksoil)) A-1; 

qcalc(j)=(UA*((Tsoil-T(n+l))-(Tsoil-T(n)))/log((Tsoil-
T (n+l)) / (Tsoil-T (n)))) / (l*di*pi ()); 

err(j)=qguess(j)-qcalc(j); 
e nd 
htcoef_tot(n)=UA; 
alpha(n)=alpha_l(j); 
Q(n)=A_r*qcalc(j); 
h(n+l)=h(n)-Q(n)/m; 

hv=refpropm( 'H', 'F ' , P(n+l), '~ , 1, ' -::c::.' ); 
hl=refpropm ( 'H ' , 'r:' , P (n+ 1) , ': ' , O, ' -::r::. ' ) ; 
n=n+l; 
x(n)=(h(n)-hl)/(hv-hl); 

if T (n) >Tsoil 
failpressure=P(n) 
segment=n 
error(' E'iar:01a: 1 tc..-mpic1a t u 1 E: c:i 1 "'ci':"'::. tilc:n s01 1 tc:r,r') 

end 
end 

x4=x (n); 

while n<=N && h(n)<=hl 
[u den k cpl =refpropm ( '·,.'DL·-:::' , ' T', T (n), 'F ' , P (n), '-:::::,::.' ) ; 

%heat t1ansfe1 
Re=G*di/u; 

if Reynolds_min>Re 
Reynolds_min=Re; 

end 
Pr=u*cp/k; 
Nu=.023*ReA.8*PrA.4; 
alpha(n)=Nu*k/di; 

UA=(l/(alpha(n)*A_r)+log(do/di)/(2*pi()*l*ktube)+log(far_dia/do)/(2*pi()* 
l*ksoil))A-1; \.:.·: E:Lc:::.l ht trn:- :.:,-=: : • a1E:a :::-::::. r.1,:}: t"-mt ,c. c 1 :::.- : 

tube temp . 
T(n+l)=-exp(UA/cp/m)*Tsoil+exp(UA/cp/m)*T(n)+Tsoil; 
Q(n)=UA*((Tsoil-T(n+l))-(Tsoil-T(n)))/log( (Tsoil-T(n+l))/(Tsoil-

T (n) ) ) ; 

h(n+l)=h(n)-Q(n)/m; 
P (n+l) =P (n); 
n=n+l; 

if T(n)>Tsoil 
error(' E· ·"'r: :. 1a: c.1 ::.-:en,r:<::1::1 •,_. ~ -"- g1 Eca t-=-1 t'.-,n S(1 l 

temp' ) 
end 

end 

T4=T(n); 
P4=P (n) ; 
h4=h (n) ; 
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x4=x(n); 
minRe=Reynolds_min; 

end 

%Nomenclature 
% A r m ... 2 

% alpha W/m ... 2*K 
% B deg 
% bd 
% Boil 
% coef sa 
Abdelsalam 
% cp 

W/m ... 2*K 

J/kg*K 
J/kg*K 
kPa 
kg/m ... 3 
m 

% cpl 
% del P 
% den 
% di 
% do 
% err 
% f lo 

m 
J/kg 

% far diameter 
% fp 

m 

% Fp 
% G 

% h4 
% hl 
% htcoef 
% hv 
% k 
% kl 
% ksoil 
% ktube 
% L 
% 1 
% m 
% m tot 

kg/m ... 2*s 
J/kg 
J/kg 

tot W/m'"'2*K 
J/kg 
W/m*K 
W/m*K 
W/mK 
W/mK 
m 
m 
kg/s 
kg/s 

% minRe_Evap 
% N 
% n 
% NN 
% Nu 
% Pl 
% P4 

kPa 
kPa 

% phi squared 
% pl - kg/m'"'3 
% Pr 
% pv kg/m ... 3 
% Q w 
% q__calc W/m'"'2 
% Re 
% sften N/m 
% Tl K 
% T4 K 
% Tsoil K 

CO2-side segment area 
CO2 convective heat transfer coefficient 
contact angle 
Bond number 
Boiling Number 
Nucleate pool boiling ht trans coef of Stephan & 

specific heat of CO2 
specific heat of CO2 (liquid) 
pressure drop 
density 
inner diameter of tube 
outer diameter of tube 
enthalpy difference across throttle valve 
liquid only friction factor 
diameter of constant temp cyclindar 
friction factor 
heat transfer enhancement factor 
mass flux 
Evap inlet enthalpy 
saturated liquid enthalpy 
total ht trans coef 
saturated vapor enthalpy 
therm cond CO2 
therm cond CO2 (liquid) 
therm cond. Soil 
thermal conductivity of tube 
circuit length 
segment length 
CO2 mass flow rate in each circuit 
total system CO2 mass flow rate 
minimum CO2 reynolds in Evap 
number of segments 
counter 
Nucleate boiling factor 
Nusselt 
compressor inlet pressure 
Evap inlet press 
2-phase multiplier 
density (liquid) 
Prandl 
density (vapor) 
local heat transfer rate 
local calculated heat flux 
Reynolds 
surface tension 
compressor inlet temp 
Evap inlet temp 
soil temperature 
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% u Pa*s viscosi t;: 
% UA J'K cverall ht ccnductan::'e 
% ul Pa*s viscoc:,i ty 1liquid 
% UV Pa*s ·.ri scos it y 1 var,c,r, 
% X local qualit,· 
% Y.4 Evap inlet quality 
% Xtt Lod:l1art-111arti11elli factor 
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d) Gas Cooling Model: Part 1 

Function Title: Mgascooler_I.m 

function [T3 P3 h3 Twater minRe]=Mgascooler_I(T2,P2,m,T_water_i,m_water) 
%th i s model solve s for the cutlet condit i ons of CG: and wate1 
%in the gas coole1. The function det e 1mine s the water outl et temr by 
iterative 
%proceedu1 F using secant method. 

%define arra:;s 
T_wi=zeros(3,1); 
T_wo=zeros(3,1); 
err=zeros(3,l); 

%wate r outl~t tempe rature initial estimations 
T_wo(l)=T2-2; %1st guess 
T_wo(2)=T2-4; %:nd g ue ~s 

%send simulation info tc ot her functic n 
secant=Mgascooler_II(T2,P2,m,m_water); 

%call Uf a~ functi o c to determine rhe temr p1ess distributi~n ac 1 cs~ G: 
%using fi1s t guess f c1 wate1 _utl~ t 
[T_wi(l) T3 P3 h3 minRe]=secant(T_wo(l)); 

err (1) =T_water_i-T_wi (1); %,:aL:ulated v;at1:cr in let actnai O , 

%usi ng :nd guess f or water outlet 
[T_wi(2) T3 P3 h3 minRe]=secant(T_wo(2)); 

err (2) =T_water_i-T_wi (2); %::alcu l at1::d water inlet actual~, 
j=2; 
while abs(err(j))>.001 

j=j+l; 
%Jetennine next ·.·alue c,f wate1 c•ut l'c-t temf 

T_wo(j)=T_wo(j-l)-err(j-l)*(T_wo(j-l)-T_wo(j-2))/(err(j-1)-err(j-2)); 
';,s ol ·.'e fo1 co: outl e t usin9 cur 1E:nt '.ialue cf wate1 c u t l'='t temf 
[T_wi(j) T3 P3 h3 minRe]=secant(T_wo(j)); 

err (j) =T_water_i-T_wi (j) ; % ,::a l ::ulat ed v,ater i1ilet =a ~tual? 0 

end 
Twater=T_wo(j) ; 

end 
%Nomenclature 
% T 3 L 

% Vi kFa 
% h~ k ,1 
0 
-6 Twater I-: 

% minRe 
0 T v:i Y.: -6 

% T v:o }'. 

% err I·: 

% m }: g 

% m v;a ter kg , 
% T2 J<'. 

% P.2 kPa 
% T v:a t e1 i K 

t:g 

s 
s 

c~ ~. cutlet temp 
co: outlet fressure 
c-:.-: ou t let ent h alp:_: 
final water outlet temp 
minimum co: reynolds # 

calculated water inlet temp 
assumed water outlet temr 
differenc e 
co2 mass flow r ate 
water mass flow rate 
co: inlet temp 
co: i n let press 
ac t ual water inlet temf 
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e) Gas Cooling Model: Part 2 

Function Title: Mgascooler _11.m 

function secant=Mgascooler_II(T2,P2,m,m_w) 
secant=@shooting; 

function [T_w_calc T3 P3 h3 min_reynolds]=shooting(Two) 
%calcula te s the gas cocler tempe1ature r:iessure d1or distri buti on across 
%the gas cooler. Outputs a calculated value cf wa ter inlet temp and the 
%co ::: outle t temp and p1·e ssu1e. Cal ls upon to wall_temp tu est imat"' the: 
co::: 
%side wall temperatu1e fc1 calculctticn purpcses. 

%3as cocle r d i mensions 
L=15; 
l=.1; 
N=L/1; 
di=.005; 
do=.007; 
D=.016; 
ktube=400; 

% n~sh size or segn~nt lc:nqth [ml 

%calculated parameters 
A_r=pi () *di *l; 
A_w=pi () *do*l; 
Dh w=D-do; 
G ;=m w/(pi()*(DA2-doA2)/4); 
G:m/(pi()/4*diA2); 

%C0::. side segment arPa [m ·::::1 
%water side seqn~nt a1ea (m•::::1 
%hydrauli c diam of wate1 tube [ml 
%mass velocity of v:ate1 (kg .' n,•:::*s] 
%me1ss ·:elocit:· o f c::::. [}:g ·rrt::::*s) 

%tempe rat u1e 31adient a11ays 
%define arrays 
T=zeros(N+l,1); 
T_w=zeros(N+l,l); 
P=zeros(N+l,1); 
Q=zeros(N,1); 
h=zeros(N+l,1); 
alpha_r=zeros(N+l,1); 

%p ressure gradient 
%Heat transfer fc 1 

a1-i-c1:✓ 

each ht - e,: 

T(l)=T2; 
T_w(l)=Two; 

%co::: temp at inlet 
%ass ign ,;ato::1 tPmp at cutle--t 

Outletguess=Two; 
min_reynolds=l0000000; 
P(l)=P2; 
diff_est=20; %this variable is used t c estimate dT between wall and bulk 

%temr: o n ·:::::: :::: s ide; this is a dumm:;" ·:a l ue tc sta1·t 
for n=l:N 

if T_w(n)<274, break, e nd %will gc tc sclid pha::: e so treak from loop 

%- -- -Water-Side--- -
[Cp_w visc_w cond_w] =refpropm ( 'C\"L', 'T', T_w (n) , 'P', 101. 325, 'Wl-.TER') ; 
Re_w=G_w*Dh_w/visc_w; %P.eyno ld number of water 
Pr_w=visc_w*Cp_w/cond_w ; %Prandl number of v:at e1 
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1) ) ; 

% water-side heat transfer coeffic ient 
ffw=(0.79*log(Re w)-1.64)A-2; 
Nu_w=((ffw/8)*(R~_w-lOOO)*Pr_w)/(1.07+12.7*(ffw/8)A.5*(Pr_wA(2/3)-

CF=.86*(do/D)A(-.16); %correla ticn correction factc1 f or annular flow 
alpha_w=CF*Nu_w*cond_w/Dh_w; %heat transfe1 coe ficien t f o r water-side 

%CO:- s ide heat trasfer---- - --
%use func to determine the wal l temp on co: side o f tub e & 

%associated loca l ht t1ans coef 
[alpha_r(n) 

Twall]=wall_temp(T(n) ,T_w(n) ,P(n) ,di,do,l,ktube,G,alpha_w,diff_est); 

1; 

diff_est=T(n)-Twall; tupdate temperatu1 e difference estimatcr at i nlet 
'/,o f c-:1111 ent s,c,c:iment fc,r use 011 n.=,):t se9n,~nt 

UA=(l/(A_r*alpha_r(n))+l/(A_w*alpha_w)+log(do/di)/(2*pi()*l*ktube))A-

[Cp_rb] =refpropm ( ' C ' , 'T' , T (n) , 'P' , P (n) , 'co:' ) ; 
Cr=m*Cp_rb; 
Cw=m_w*Cp_w; 
Cmin=min(Cr,Cw); 
Cmax=max ( Cr , Cw) ; 
C=Cmin/Cmax; 
NTU=UA/Cmin; 
eff=(l-exp(-NTU*(l-C)))/(1-C*exp(-NTU*(l-C))); 
T_w(n+l)=(eff*Cmin*T(n)/Cw-T_w(n))/(eff*Cmin/Cw-1); 
Q(n)=eff*Cmin*(T(n)-T_w(n+l)); 
T(n+l)=T(n)-Q(n)/Cr; 

%c0: - P1essu1e-dr op 

end 

[dens vise] =refpropm( 'D\'', 'T', T (n), 'F', P (n), 'cc,:'); 
Re=G*di/visc; %P.e:,,ncld number cc,: at bulk temp 

if min_reynolds>Re 
min_reynolds=Re; 

end 
if Re>=20000 

ee=.184*ReA- . 2; %Darcy frict1cn factor using Elaciuc 
e l seif Re<=20000 && Re>=2300 

%Dare~ fri ction factor using Elac i us 
else 

end 

disp 'Laminar CO2 flow. ' 
ee=64/Re; 

del_P=.00l*ee*GA2*1/(2*dens*di); 
P(n+l)=P(n)-del_P; 

%this 'if' loop determines if wate1 is close to so lid phase and estimates 
%the input water temp if the wa ter has gone t o sol id phase 

if T_w (n) <274 
T w calc= (N+l-n) * ( (T_w(l) -T_w(n)) /n); %v,;ater ir,l e t esti ma ti on 
%output ass ignments 
P3=P(n); % dummy v alue tc pass 
T3=T(n); % dummy va lue to pas s 
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h3=h (n) ; % dummy \·alue to pass 
else 

%real output value assignments 
T_w_calc=T_w(N+l) 
P3=P(N+l); 
T3=T(N+l); 
h3 =refpropm ( 'H' , 'T' , T3, 'P' , P3, 'co~' ) 
end 

end 
end 

%Non1enclatuie 
% J...,. r 
%. A. w 
% al:r:ha i 
% ali:,,ha w 
% CF 
% Cmax 
% Cmi n 
% cond ,.
% Cp rb 
% Cp \, 
% Cv,: 

% D 
% del f 
% dens 
% Oh v,; 

% di 
% de 
% E-E 

-o ef f 
% err 
% ffv.· 

% G v,; 

% h 
% h::, 
% ktube 
% L 
% 1 
% m 
% rn w 
% min reynclds 
% N 
% NTU 
% Nu w 
% p 

% P3 
% Pr ,,; 
% Q 

% Re 1;.· 
% T 
% T ,.,,. 

m A:: 
mA: 
W mA:*K 
\,;':mA:*K 

}:J -'s *K 
kJ,s*K 
}:g rr(:: 

kJ·kg*Y 
J.:J,kg*r: 
kJ,kg*K 
m 

kFa co: 
k9 . rn""3 
n1 
m 
m 

K 

kg ' s*mA: 
l:g s*mA: 
kJ.kg 
l:J.kg 
i,; m*J-: 
m 

m 
kg s 
kg·s 

kPa 
}:Fa 
kFa 

w 

co:- side tube wall surface aiea 
watei-side tube wall su1fctce arPa 
l ocal cc::: ht trans coef 
loc al watei ht trans coef 
correcti on factor for annular fl ow 
ma;,: lieat capaci t:· 1 atE: 
min heat capacity ra t~ 
1;.·ate i the1mal cc:,nducti·,ity 
cc,: specific heat at tJlk temr 
watei s pecific heat 
wat e1 speci fic heat 
outer tute inner-diameter 
1,-1ess1.11e d1·op 
co::: density bulk temr:: 
water-side hyd1aulic diamete1 
inner-tube inner diamete r 
inner tuLe oute1-diametE-1 
co: friction facto1 
heat exchange1 E:ffecti~eness 
difference 
water-side f1iction factor 
,:ate1· mass flux 
cc: mass flux 
cc: loc al enthalpy 
cc::: outlet enthalpy 
thermal conductivity of tube 
GaE cocler length 
segment length 
co: mass fl ew rate 
¼"c!te1 n1ass flc:,1;.· rate 
minimun1 c::, : reynolds ~ 

Number cf segemer,ts cf mesh 
number c:, f transfer units 
water !Jusselt 
local co: r1essure 
co:: inlet prE:ss 
co: cut let pressure 
wate1-side P1andl 
local heat transfer rate 
water-side Reynolds 
loca 1 co::: t emi::, 
local water temp 
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% T w calc 
% T2 
% T3 
% Twall 
% Twater 
% Two 
% UA 
% vise 
% vise w 

K 
K 
K 
K 
K 
K 
W/K 
Pa*s 
Pa*s 

calculated water inlet temp 
co2 inlet temp 
co2 outlet temp 
co2-side tube wall temperature 
final water outlet temp 
assumed water outlet temp 
overall heat conductance 
co2 viscosity @ bulk temp 
water viscosity 
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f) Gas Cooling Model: Part 3 

Function Title: wall_temp.m 

func tion [htcoef 
wlltmp]=wall_temp(T_rb,Twater,P,di,do,l,k,G,alpha_w,diff_est} 

%calc u lates the gas coo l er i nner wal l t emperatu r e f o r the cu1rent segment 
%and the heat t ransf e r coe ff ic i ent bv iteration 

%Bu l k p 1opert ies-- --- --
[dens_rb Cp_rb visc_rb cond_rb]= 

refpropm ( 'DCVL' , ' T' , T_rb, 'P' , P, 'CO2 '} ; 

1} } ; 

Re_rb=G*di/visc_rb; %Reyncld n umbe 1 cc: at buH: ten,p 
Pr rb=visc rb*Cp rb/cond rb; %F 10.nd l n umber cu: at l::ulk t emp 
f b=(0.79*log(Re-rb}-1.64}A-2; 
N~_b=((f_b/8}*(Re_rb-lOOO}*Pr_rb}/(1.07+12.7*(f_b/8}A.5*(Pr_rbA(2/3}-

9, 1,;a ll temi:-,e ratu1e i nitia l 
T_rw(l}=T_rb-.5; 
T_rw(2}=(T_rb+Twater)/2; 

t:: Stimati::,ne 
%1st est1mat1cn 
%: nd t:: St 111,atie,n 

%Ca l culate hea t transf e r coe f usi n 3 1st ee timaticn 
[dens_rw Cp_rw visc_rw 

cond_rw]=refpropm('DCVL', ' T' ,T_rw(l}, 
Re_rw=G*di/visc_rw; 

' p ' , p, 'co: ' } ; 
I Re~nc l d numbe 1 cc: at wa ll t emp 
%Prandl numbe r co: at wa l l temp 

l} } ; 

Pr rw=visc rw*Cp rw/cond rw; 
f ;=(0.79*log(Re-rw}-1.64}A-2; 
N~_w=((f_w/8}*(Re_rw-1000}*Pr_rw}/(l.07+12.7*(f_w/8}A.5*(Pr_rwA(2/3}-

Nu= ( (Nu_b+Nu_w} /2) *cond_rw/cond_rb; %-o\·e 1 ct l l co: Nusscl t 1 co1-re lctti on 
of Fi tla et all 

alpha_r=Nu*cond_rb/di; %co: li t t 1 ctns C.'Oe f f 

UA=(l/(pi(}*l*di*alpha_r}+l/(pi(}*l*do*alpha_w}+log(do/di}/(2*pi(}*l*k}}A 
-1; 

Qc=UA*(T_rb-Twater}; 
Twall=T_rb-Qc/(pi(}*di*l*alpha_r}; 
err (1) =Twall-T_rw (1); %er r c 1 bE tv:een ac tual =ind cal culated wa l l temr:, 

%Ca l c ulat e heat transfer coe f us i ng : nd estima tion 
[dens_rw Cp_rw visc_rw 

cond _ rw] =refpropm ( ' DCVL ' , ' T ' , T _ rw ( 2} , ' F ' , P, ' cu: ' } ; 
Re_rw=G*di/visc_rw; 

1} } ; 

Pr rw=visc rw*Cp rw/cond rw; 
f ;=(0.79*log(Re-rw}-1 . 64}A-2; 
N~_w=((f_w/8}*(Re_rw-1000}*Pr_rw}/(1 . 07+12.7*(f_w/8}A.5*(Pr rwA(2/3}-

Nu=((Nu_b+Nu_w}/2}*cond_rw/cond_rb; 
alpha_r=Nu*cond_rb/di; 
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UA=(l/(pi()*l*di*alpha_r)+l/(pi()*l*do*alpha_w)+log(do/di)/(2*pi()*l*k))A 
-1; 

Qc=UA*(T_rb-Twater); 
Twall=T_rb-Qc/(pi()*di*l*alpha_r); 
err(2)=Twall-T_rw(2); 'ter1or between actual and calculated v.all temp 

n=2; 
while abs(err(n))>.001 && n<=25 

n=n+l; 
%next estimation of wall temp 
T_rw(n)=T_rw(n-1)-(err(n-l)*(T_rw(n-1)-T rw(n-2)))/(err(n-1)-

err(n-2)); 

if T_rw(n)<Twater 
TooLow=T_rw(n) 
T_rw (n) =T_rw (1) 

end 

% c~11ection if updated w:111 t":'tnf .is tc,u lvv.· 

if n>25 'c final \'alue selected if too man,· 1tEc1at i c•us 
T_rw(n)=T_rb-diff est; 
Bulk=T rb 
estimate=T_rw(n) 

end 
%2alculate he:1t transfe1 ~oef using cu11eLt v.all t~mr 
[dens_rw Cp_rw visc_rw 

cond_rw]=refpropm('DCVL', 'T',T_rw(n), 'F' ,P, 'CO2'); 
Re_rw=G*di/visc_rw; %Re_,"nold number cc,: at v.'all temr 
Pr rw=visc rw*Cp rw/cond rw; %Fraud l numbe1 co: ctt IA'ct ll tE-mi:-
f_;= (0. 79*log (Re=rw) -1. 64) A-2; 
Nu w=((f w/S)*(Re rw-

lOOO)*Pr_r;)/(1.O7+12.7*(f_w/8)A.5*(Pr_rwA(2/3)-1)); 

Nu=((Nu_b+Nu_w)/2)*cond_rw/cond_rb; 
alpha_r=Nu*cond_rb/di; %co: ht t1anF coeff 

UA=(l/(pi()*l*di*alpha_r)+l/(pi()*l*do*alpha_w)+log(do/di)/(2*pi()*l*k))A 
-1; 

Qc=UA*(T_rb-Twater); 
Twall=T_rb-Qc/(pi()*di*l*alpha_r); 
err(n)=Twall-T_rw(n); 

end 
htcoef=alpha_r; 
wlltmp=T_rw(n); 
end 

%Nomenclatu1e 
% alpha_r 
% alpha_"' 
% cond rb 
% cond rv. 

-
% Cp rb 
% Cr. _r"'· 
% dens rb 

K m"':::*K 
W/mA2*K. 
w m*K 
W, m*K 
}:J }:g*K 
kJ·kg*E 
l-:g ' mA3 

cc: heat transfer coefficient 
v.ater heat transfer coefficient 
co: conductivity bull-: temp 
co: r:::nducti·:ity wall temp 
cc: spec. heat bulk temi:-
co: spec. heat wall temp 
co: densit7 bulk temp 
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% dens rv;

% di 
% diff est 
0 do ·o 

0 err 0 

% f b 
% f ..,_.

% G 

% htcoef 
% k 

% 1 
% Nu 
0 Nu t " 

% Nu w 
0 

F 0 

0 P1 rb 0 

% Fr rw 
% C,c 
0 Re rt <' 

% Re 1 ..,_.

% T rb 
% T l"v:

% Tv:all 
0 Twctt<:-1 c 
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